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Minister Chabane
underscored
the fact that the
transformation of
society (and the
public service in
particular) is an
on-going project.

from the editor’s desk
became part of the Azanian
Students Organisation. He took a
path that saw him dedicate his life
to finding solutions, from the armed
struggle to helping construct postapartheid society.

Dudley Moloi

I

n a normal society, a child at the
age of 17 is said to be on the
verge of adulthood. Much of the
childish foibles and follies are left
by the wayside in the journey to
growing up. At the age of 17, and in
a normal society, one rarely spends
sleepless nights over the welfare of
people other than oneself and the
biggest issue for a would-be adult
is one of “getting ahead in life”.
Not so, if one was as “sensitive,
caring and principled” as the young
Chabane was.

The week preceding the burial
of Minister Chabane saw an
outpouring of grief as the nation
and the world mourned alongside
the Chabane family. While the
groundswell of universal grief was
in part due to the sudden and tragic
nature of his departure, it was also
largely due to suddenly cutting
short a talented soul who still had
much more to offer in politics, the
arts and public administration.
Minister Chabane was barely
ten months at the helm of the
Public Service and Administration
portfolio, during which period
he had spoken at length about
the need to reposition the public

(NSG) for professionalising the
public service.
Minister Chabane underscored
the fact that the transformation of
society (and the public service in
particular) is an on-going project.
His adopted motto was: Reinventing the way public servants
work: Batho Pele, Putting People
First.
As we celebrate the gift of a life that
was Minister Collins Chabane, it is
equally important to realise that his
memory would be better served if
we were to build the kind of public
service that would resonate with his
life’s work.
As Deputy President Cyril
Ramaphosa writes in his eulogy,
“In his life and work, [Minister
Chabane] was the embodiment
of our government’s motto, Batho
Pele”.

His adopted motto was: Re-inventing the way public
servants work: Batho Pele, Putting People First.
Trapped in an anomalous society
of a rural Bantustan, Chabane was
of a generation that not only chose
to do something about their lot, but
also those of others.
A year before Chabane turned 17,
South Africa was on the throes
of violent student anti-apartheid
demonstrations. In 1977, the year in
which Black Consciousness leader,
Steve Biko died in detention, also
marked the time that Chabane

service in line with the National
Development Plan (NDP) of
government. He chaperoned the
signing of the Public Administration
Management Act (PAMA). The
multiple objectives of PAMA, which
was signed into law by President
Jacob Zuma, includes fostering
greater integration in the delivery
of services across the three
administrative layers of government
and the establishment of the
National School of Government

In other words, there is no worthy
monument to the late Minister
Chabane than a public service that
truly echoes his lifelong passion to
belong, care and serve.

Dudley Moloi
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tribute to minister chabane

Minister Chabane Personified Batho Pele
It is difficult to remain ‘a man of the people’ when you are wearing
the robes of power, but Collins Chabane showed us how to do it,”
says Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa in this edited eulogy.

W

ith the tragic passing of
Minister Collins Chabane, we
have seen an emotional outpouring
of grief from every corner of our
country and beyond the borders
of South Africa. Many in public
life have been remembered with
respect and admiration, but it is
rare to find such a universal sense
of personal loss for the untimely
departure of Collins Chabane. We
have seen our elderly and young,
women and men, pay tribute to
a gentle hero who was never
removed from the daily struggles
of the impoverished masses of our
people.

A colossal loss
Though gone too soon, his spirit
and memory will continue to reside
amongst our people in the villages,
townships and indeed across the
land. His spirit and his WORK will
compel us not to rest until we have
improved their lives. Ours is a
colossal loss. When we sing, lala
4

ngoxolo qabane, kade uzabalaza,
we must ask who will pick up your
spear in our on-going struggle to
create a just and humane society.
To calm our deep-felt agony,
we must find among our youth
and artists, who will take Minister
Chabane’s harmonica and mbira to
remind us of both the beauty and
fragility of life. We must compose a
national song to celebrate Collins
Chabane’s passion for humanity
and zest for life.
A person as sensitive, caring and
principled as Collins Chabane
had no choice but to take up the
struggle against the inequities
of apartheid. As democracy
dawned, he was compelled by
his convictions to shoulder the
responsibility of building a new
nation – free from exploitation,
want and hunger. In his village
of Xikundu, at Shingwedzi High
School, in the Presbyterian Church,
in the African National Congress,
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and later in government, he lived
the universal values of equality,
fraternity and liberty. Throughout
his life, Collins Chabane remained
humble, unassuming and
committed to the struggle of our
people for a democratic, non-racial,
non-sexist and prosperous South
Africa.
We know him to have been a quiet
strategist in an occupation often
given to populism and deafening
rhetoric. Those of you who had
the privilege to watch Collins
Chabane perform his music on
stage will know what I mean when
I say that this gentle, thoughtful
man played the struggle, politics
and government work the way he
did his music: with great talent,
commitment and certainty; but
also with unassailable optimism,
with emotion, and with a beguiling
mixture of shyness and humour.

tribute to minister chabane

Credit of Photos: Department of Communications

A down-to-earth person
He was possessed of the kind
of genuine confidence that only
comes with genuine humility: this
man, moulded and shaped by
the ANC from a tender age of 17
knew who he was; but he also
understood who everyone else was,
and where he fitted in. It is difficult
to remain “a man of the people”
when you are wearing the robes
of power, but Collins Chabane
showed us how to do it.
Minister Collins Chabane was a
down-to-earth person. He always
treated everyone with the same
dignity and respect, whether a
manual labourer or gardener at the
Union Buildings or a fellow Minister.
Although he had progressed to the
highest levels of the ruling party
and of government, he always
retained this humility. As a result,
he was a good listener and was
always open to hearing others’
points of view. His interest in the
views of others was a result of
his natural curiosity and love for
debate, combined with his desire
to continuously gain a better
understanding of everything.

He did not think that he knew it
all – he was very much aware
that he might be wrong about
some things and he was willing
to change his views on the basis
of being presented with new
evidence. His deep respect
for evidence and facts led to
him being viewed as a very fair
person, including by his political
opponents. A strong humanist side
complemented Collins’ technical
and scientific side. He was a
deeply compassionate man, full
of empathy for other people and
their difficulties. These personality
traits combined to make Collins
very successful as a leader in
government.
His compassion made him
genuinely concerned about
improving the lives of all South
Africans, and this in turn led
to him being passionate about
improving the performance of
government. Collins pioneered
the Outcomes Monitoring and
National Evaluation System in
government. These systems are
now strongly becoming embedded
in government departments.
This has already begun to
contribute significantly to improving
the performance of government. In

this regard, Collins has left a proud
and enduring legacy. He has made
a major contribution to achieving
the goal that he was so passionate
about: improving the performance
of government to improve the lives
of the people.
Collins Chabane was one of
the leading pioneers of our new
democratic dispensation. It
was during the drafting of our
Constitution that I was exposed to
his sharp and analytical mind. The
richness of his analysis has left a
lasting impression on many who
worked with him.
Collins Chabane passed away
during an important time in the
history of our developmental state.
As Minister of Public Service and
Administration, he was hard at work
to develop a new cadre of public
servants who grasped their role as
change agents. In his life and in his
work, Collins was the embodiment
of our government’s motto, Batho
Pele. He argued that we must not
spare any effort in our continued
quest to professionalise the Public
Service. Like him, we must put
the development of our people at
the centre of our work to realise a
capable, responsive, effective and
efficient developmental state.
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tribute to minister chabane

A Biography of Service

An edited tribute by the Deputy Minister of Public Service and Administration, Ayanda Dlodlo.

If I am doing
something good,
people will be the
ones to tell”, Minister
Collins Chabane
often said. He was a
humble person who
would never take
credit for anything,
and yet remained
truly devoted to his
work of improving the
lives of the people of
South Africa.

Photographs - courtesy of the Department of Communication
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tribute to minister chabane
e was an intellectual giant with
a great understanding of what
we had to do to free our people
from poverty. He was a gallant
member of the African National
Congress (ANC) and our liberation
struggle, which he joined at the
age of 17. He went into exile in
May 1980 and underwent military
training with uMkhonto we Sizwe,
the armed wing of the ANC. He was
later arrested and served a term on
Robben Island from 1984 to 1990.
He was popularly known by his
guerrilla name as Tom or iSilwane/
animal or warrior.

Prior to being appointed Minister of
Public Service and Administration
in 2014, Minister Chabane
was Minister in the Presidency
responsible for Performance
Monitoring and Evaluation. He was
responsible for the establishment
of the Performance Monitoring
and Evaluation function in the
Presidency. During his tenure in
the Presidency, he supported
the President in monitoring the
performance of government,
including the introduction of
performance agreements between
Ministers and the President. He was
also the Minister responsible for the

Ohm Collins Chabane
1960 was
born on the 15 April 1960 at

Xikundu Village, Limpopo Province. He joined the
ANC underground activities at an early age of 17
and went into exile in May 1980. In 1984, he was
arrested and served a term in Robben Island. On
his release in 1990, he continued to serve the ANC
in the then Northern Transvaal as the Provincial
Secretary until 1998. He was also instrumental
in the re-establishment of the ANC structures in
the province. As the Provincial Secretary, he also
served on a number provincial sub-committees.

awards

The department
went on to win the
following awards
under his leadership:
Platinum, Silver
and Gold for Best
Service Awards
as well as won the
award for the EPWP
programme.

Government Communication and
Information System (GCIS).
He distinguished himself as a
Member of the Executive Council,
and received an award for his
administrative role in the Limpopo
Provincial Administration. He
served as a Member of the
Executive Council for Public Works
and later Economic Development,
Environment and Tourism in
Limpopo.
He was a keen and passionate
golfer and a recorded musician with
his group, Movement. The South
African Music Rights Organisation
(SAMRO) honoured him for his
contribution to indigenous music.
He will be remembered for his great
sense of humour, humility and hard
work.

After the 1994 elections, he was elected to serve as a Member of
Parliament (MP) in the National Assembly where he participated
in various committees. In 1997, he was re-deployed back to
Limpopo Province and was appointed Member of the Executive
Council (MEC) in Premier Ngoako Ramatlhodi’s Office. In 1998,
he was appointed MEC for the Department of Public Works and
Leader of Government Business in the Legislature. One of the
highlights of his tenure in Public Works was the establishment of the
Roads Agency, which was the first institution of its kind to be established
in South Africa. Through this institution, the department managed to
fast track the upgrading of roads in the province. He also established
“Gungu Lashu”, a labour intensive road construction programme – a
nucleus of the current Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP).

In 2005, he was appointed MEC for
Economic Development, Environment and
Tourism, charged with the responsibility
of driving the provincial economy.
Importantly, through his assistance, a
R15 million water purification project was
realised. This project, 3-D Water Purification
Project, a joint venture between a Limpopo
based company and a Dutch Company, is
viewed as a pilot project which the Limpopo
Provincial Government would like to duplicate in
other municipalities upon its completion.

2005

Biography

He dedicated his life to liberate
the people of South Africa from the
evil system of apartheid. Even in
democracy, he continued to play
a central role in ensuring that the
lives of all our people are improved
for the better and that they enjoy
the fruits of our freedom.

Minister Chabane never lost contact
with his roots. In fact he met his
untimely death while returning from
the funeral of a local chief, Chief
Albert Magona of Malamulele in his
home village in Limpopo.

1994

H

In December 2007, the ANC held
its 52nd National Congress in
Polokwane, Limpopo Province
where he was re-elected into the National
Executive Council (NEC). On 11 April 2009, he
was sworn in as Minister in The Presidency in
charge of Performance Management, Monitoring
and Administration. Minister Chabane was the
political head of the Ministry for Public Service and
Administration at the time of his tragic passing,
on 15 March 2015, in Polokwane,
Limpopo.

2007

2015
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More women in
social services
increases

T

he percentage of females employed in the
community and social services sector which
includes government services has shown the largest
increase between 2001 and 2014, at just over 10%.
In contrast, the trade industry sector has shown
the greatest decrease in the percentage of women
employed (-9,8%), followed by the manufacturing
(-3,5%) and agriculture (-2,2%) industries.
These figures are among some of the findings in the
first in a series of reports related to gender, released
by Statistics South Africa at the tail end of 2014. The
report uses data from Statistics South Africa and
other government departments to examine gender
disparities in economic empowerment.
Some of the other findings in the report are that the
presence of a minor child in the household impacts
more upon female participation in the labour market
than for males. Female participation rates are also
higher when a minor child attends formal day care
facilities.

The study also found that the higher the level of
education, the more likely it is that females will
participate in the labour market, irrespective of the
presence of a minor child in the household. Females
who gave birth for the first time when they were
25 years or older also showed increased levels of
participation.
This type of in-depth analysis provides a useful
tool for policymakers and planners to ensure that
conducive conditions are created to facilitate the
participation of women in the economy.

World getting younger and younger

C

ountries the world over need to redirect resources
to young people, who constitute the largest
portion of the world’s population, according to Social
Development Minister Bathabile Dlamini. The Minister
was speaking at the launch of the 2014 State of
the World Population Report which highlighted the
importance of focusing on the youth, who now make up
1.8 billion of the global population.
“These are the people who will be instrumental in
building this country towards prosperity, but only if we
invest in their education, their health including sexual
and reproductive health and rights, recognise the
importance of their involvement in planning processes
and make sure that they are given equal opportunities

8

to develop to their full potential,” said Minister Dlamini.
The report provides the latest trends and statistics
on adolescent and youth populations worldwide and
provides a basis for comparisons of trends within South
Africa.
“It gives us an opportunity to reflect on ourselves as
South Africa and how we are doing compared to the
rest of the globe concerning the issues contained
in this report regarding young people”, the Minister
elaborated.
“Two thirds of the population is younger than 35 years
old. Those aged 15-35 years, who we define as youth,
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These are the people who will be instrumental in building this
country towards prosperity, but only if we invest in their education

comprise almost 40% of the total
population. The youth are also
the fastest growing age group in
the country, and have in recent
years continued to grow as a
proportion of the total population.

Treasury and Department of
Labour, we introduced youth
unemployment policy options
for South Africa with the aim of
incentivising entities to employ
young people.

She added that government was
striving to provide an opportunity
to raise the share of youth-owned
businesses and to support youth
to engage in co-operatives in the
country.

“This trend creates the prospect
for a so-called Demographic
Dividend, in which resources can
be invested into activities that
promote social and economic
development, and growth.”

“The Department of Economic
Development has introduced
a short-to-medium term multipronged strategy that aims
to propose interventions that
provide young people with
income and opportunities,
and encourages community
services and engagements
around targeted programmes to
enable entry into the economic
mainstream.

“Social entrepreneurship
is another area that needs
exploration in the South African
context. It may be very useful
for the youth development
sector to explore and harness
this approach in the quest for
increasing entrepreneurship
amongst the youth, especially
those in rural areas.”

The Minister said that South
Africa, like most countries, was
grappling with the challenge
of youth unemployment. Youth
unemployment in South Africa
is estimated to be 36.1%, which
is significantly higher than adult
unemployment at 15.6%.
Government has recognised
the problem of poor economic
participation of young people
and has put in place numerous
policy interventions geared
towards bringing the youth into
the mainstream of the economy
to enhance social inclusion and
cohesion. Through the National

“The National Youth
Development Agency (NYDA)
has provided the Integrated
Youth Development Strategy
(IYDS) with the key mandate
of implementing interventions
geared towards the economic
participation of young people,
namely, youth work, national
youth services, and education
and skills relevant to economic
empowerment,” said the Minister.

Minister Dlamini pointed to a
direct correlation between lower
educational attainments with
unemployment. She called upon
the government, young people,
parents, civil society, the private
sector and all other stakeholders
to collectively ensure that
young people optimally use the
educational opportunities that
are at their disposal.
SAnews.gov.za
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Looming
teacher
shortage?

T

he education sector could expect
a severe shortage of teachers in
the foundation phase by 2020 if the
numbers of teachers graduating in that
phase continues to fall, according to a
research report that estimates on the
demand for and supply of teachers
over the next 10 years.
The recently released report by
the Centre for Development and
Enterprise, “Teachers in South
Africa: Supply and Demand 2013
- 2025”, indicates that foundation
phase graduates made up 18% of all
education graduates between 2008
and 2012.

The report states that foundation phase pupils made up 33%, or about 400 000 and 426 000 in 2012 and 2013,
respectively. It states further that the number is expected to reach 456 000 in 2025, which would require an
estimated 30 000 new foundation phase teachers over 12 years.

If the numbers of teachers graduating continues to fall, there
will be a severe shortage of teachers in the foundation phase
by 2020.
Between 2008 and 2012, the Department of Basic Education doubled the overall number of teacher graduates
from 6 978 to 13 708 annually. The overall number of learners in the school sector is expected to rise from
12.4 million to 13.4 million in 2023.
Higher Education and Further Education and Training Acting Chief Director, Whitfield Green, has pointed
out that the Centre for Development and Enterprise has not adequately factored government intervention
programmes in teacher training and development, including the R141 million that has been set aside over three
years to support foundation phase teaching and and training programmes.
Article based on a report by Poppy Louw for The Times Newspaper and the views expressed reflect the
research report of the Centre for Development and Enterprise and not government.
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British Justice mull over going online

A

new report from the British Civil Justice Council is
calling for a radical shake-up of how that country’s
civil justice system handles low-value claims. The report
recommends the implementation of an online dispute
resolution system as part of a new ‘HM Online Court’
(HMOC).

On our model, an internet-based
court would see judges deciding
cases online and interacting
electronically with parties,” according
to the report’s principal author,
Professor Richard Susskind.
The report cites eBay as a positive example of the use of
Online Dispute Resolution (ODR), as it adjudicates around
60 million disputes between buyers and traders each year,
through online dispute resolution. Under the plans, tier
one of HMOC would provide online evaluation. This would
help users with a grievance to classify and categorise their
problems, to be aware of their rights and obligations, and
to understand the options and remedies available to them.
Tier two would feature online facilitation to bring a dispute
to a speedy and fair conclusion, without the involvement
of judges. While in tier three, ‘online judges’ would step
in. However, these tiers would also be supported by
telephone conferences where necessary.
The Civil Justice Council has called for a pilot of the
system, followed by a full rollout in 2017. In making the
case for the new system, the report predicts that a new
online system would create significant savings for the
justice system in both fixed and operating costs.
“There is no doubt that ODR has enormous potential for
meeting the needs – and preferences – of the system and
its users in the 21st century. Its aim is to broaden access
to justice and resolve disputes more easily, quickly and
cheaply. The challenge lies in delivering a system that
fulfils that objective,” said Lord Dyson, Chair of the Civil
Justice Council.
www.publicsectorexecutive.com
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Government warns against qualifications fraud

G

overnment has taken note
of the increased reporting
of fraudulent qualifications and
is determined to flush out public
servants who misrepresent their
academic qualifications, the
Acting Director-General (DG) of
the Department of
Communications,
Donald Liphoko
has warned.
The Acting
DG called on
all government entities
to guard against employing
people with misrepresentations
in their CV’s, as this has a
detrimental effect on the delivery
of services. Claiming qualifications
that one does not have in pursuit
of employment opportunities
and using fake qualifications is

fraudulent, and is clearly a criminal
offense.
The Public Service Regulations
provide strict injunctions on how
government departments, their
entities and agencies should
go about the recruitment of new
personnel, including the vetting
of the qualifications of
applicants.
“The incidents of
misrepresentation,
which appears to be
on the rise, will not be
tolerated as they impact
negatively on the reputation
of the country, its institutions and
the credibility of the National
Qualifications Framework (NQF).
We therefore caution people who
are embellishing their CVs with

fraudulent academic qualifications
that the government is committed
to rooting out such behaviour,” he
warned.
Acting DG Liphoko also
warned South Africans against
unscrupulous higher education
providers who are not registered
with the Department of Higher
Education and not accredited by
official quality assurance bodies.
He added that government
would, in partnership with the
Quality Councils and the South
African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA) ensure that scrutiny and
verification of qualifications are
rigorously applied to protect the
credibility, integrity and reputation
of employers from people who
possess fake qualifications.

Tshwane connects millions with free Wi-Fi

T

he City of Tshwane is racing ahead with its public
Wi-Fi service with the launch of the second phase
of the project that will see an increase to over 200
internet hotspots. The City of Tshwane has a stated
goal of blanketing the city with Wi-Fi coverage and has
been successfully rolling out free Wi-Fi access for the
citizens.

“Tshwane has made history by becoming the
first metro to rollout free Wi-Fi and indeed our
announcement of the provision of this service was
made before the City of New York’s announcement this is indeed a ground-breaking achievement for an
African city,” Executive Mayor Kgosientso Ramokgopa
said in his State of the Capital City Address.

In the latter part of 2014, the municipality launched
Phase 2 of Tshwane Free Wi-Fi, over 200 new sites with
capacity for 5 000 users per site (total capacity of over
one million users). The eventual deployment of Phase
3 will increase the Wi-Fi capacity to over two million
users, said Alan Knott-Craig Jnr from Project Isizwe
who is responsible for deploying the network.

Wi-Fi is seen as the ideal standard to connect people
to the internet as a lack of mobile broadband spectrum
for mobile operators stymies their ability to provide high
speed coverage.
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More Students With Disabilities in Higher
Education

T

he Department of Higher
Education and Training says it
is making headway in increasing
the number of students with
disabilities in the post-education
and training system (PSET).
“Through the National Student
Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS), the
department has a special allocation
for students with disabilities,

According to the information
recorded in the Higher Education
Management Information System
(HEMIS), the number of enrolled
students with disabilities increased
from 5 856 in 2011 to 7 110 in 2013.
There has also been a considerable
rise of graduates in the system,
from 984 graduates in 2011 to
1 294 in 2013.

infrastructure to establish the extent
of changes required to ensure
disability compliance.
“Analysis of these audits and
plans are already underway. The
department will work with the
universities that need to improve
their infrastructure for students with
disabilities,” Nkwanyana said.

“Through National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS), the department has
a special allocation for students with disabilities, which accounts largely for the
rising enrolment numbers,” said department spokesperson, Khaye Nkwanyana.
which accounts largely for the
rising enrolment numbers,” said
department spokesperson, Khaye
Nkwanyana.
In 2012, NSFAS allocated
R45.5 million in bursaries to 1 368
students with disabilities. This was
increased to R69.9 million in 2014,
with 1 383 students benefiting as at
12 February 2015.

The rise in the enrolment of
people with disabilities, follows
a directive by Higher Education
and Training Minister, Dr Blade
Nzimande that all universities must
ensure that their new infrastructure
projects make provisions for
students with disabilities. In the
2012/13 to 2014/15 cycle, the
Minister approved R124 million
for universities to undertake
disability audits of their entire old

On 12 December 2014, Minister
Nzimande appointed a ministerial
committee to develop a strategic
policy framework for disability in the
post-school education and training
system. The committee started
its work in February 2015 and it is
envisaged that a draft report will be
submitted in August 2015.
- SAnews.gov.za
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profile: madam chair

CHAIR
Peace Mabe

puts a personal touch to her leadership of the Parliamentary Committee
on Public Service and Administration, writes Dudley Moloi.

I

t is early Friday morning in
Krugersdorp, yet scorching hot as
the mercury slowly veers towards
30 degrees. The town itself comes
to life as it bustles in tandem to
the rising heat. It is out of this
purposeful movement of people,
that Peace Mabe, Chair of the
Public Service and Administration
as well as Performance Monitoring
and Evaluation, emerges.
Clad in blue jeans, matching
top and sneakers, Mabe is an
inconspicuous part of the morning
hubbub. Unlike in parliament, here in the streets - she is not addressed
as “Honourable Chairperson
Mabe”. Instead, the snatches from
her small talk with a young woman
are sprinkled with the honorific
“Councillor Mabe”.
“People don’t relate to me as a
member of parliament but as a
councillor. I still get calls about all
sorts of local issues, water, sewer
pipe bursts,” she says.
Being simply referred to as
“Councillor Mabe” may have the
kind of on-the-ground familiarity
that is the lifeblood of a politician,
but as far as Mabe is concerned,
the local government honorific is
more than just about politics, but
a site for empowerment, as her
personal life attests.
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Upward trajectory
Mabe was born and raised in
rural Magaliesburg, where she
completed her schooling in 1995.
Unable to study further, she was
employed as a quality controller
at Tiger Wheel and Tyre in 1996
and in 1997 moved to Carro
Sport, where she was employed
as a data capturer. In 1998,
Mabe was recruited as a rural
coordinator for the development
non-governmental organisation,
Kagiso Trust. In 1999,
subsequent to South Africa’s first
post-apartheid municipal elections,
Mabe became councillor and
served on the Mayoral Committee
of Mogale City Local Municipality
as the Head of Rural Development
and Housing Portfolios. Mabe’s

I am driven by the fact that
when I joined I was young,
unknown and from a rural
area, and was given a
platform and support that
led me to where I am now.
I have an obligation to give
back,” says the chair.
personal story is one of a meteoric
rise from Tiger Wheel and Tyre to
the country’s legislature.
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Passion for learning
In the intervening 20 years, she
managed to cram her desire for
education. Her Curriculum Vitae
indicates a restless pursuit of
diverse qualifications and skills
development. These studies,
unfailingly undertaken in annual
intervals, range from Business
Management to a Master’s Degree
in Public Administration.
It is no coincident that Mabe’s
round of constituency work this
Friday morning involves a visit to
the Krugerdorp Library. The library
was Mabe’s stomping ground in
her days as a councillor.

profile: madam chair
She recalls a time when they
would be greeted by sleeping
vagrants each morning who,
unfazed by the growing traffic
to the library, used the space
for purposes other than reading,
which inclination has now been
thankfully resolved.
However, the parliamentary
committee chair’s visit to the
library is not a sentimental
visit down memory lane. The
library, which is one of six in
Mogale City, is a veritable site
for community empowerment,
especially young people. Mabe
explains that the city’s library is
visited by hundreds of young
people daily, which constitutes
a ready made infrastructure for
“giving back”.

How would you describe your
transition from local government to
the national legislature?
The dynamics are not the same. In
local government, you deal directly
with people issues, which is fulfilling
when one sees the lives of people
being changed for the better. While
similar but broader in scope, work at
national level is largely focused on
oversight, monitoring and evaluation
of policies and their impact.
Having started at local government
level and then proceeding to the
National Council of Provinces has
certainly enriched my work in the
National Assembly. It was a blessing
for me as it gave me an opportunity to
move away from the local dynamics
and learn about broader issues as
one is forced to think about other
provinces and areas, even when
you are seconded from a particular
province and constituency.

Is it possible to balance the demands
of constituency work and that of the
portfolio committee?
I must emphasise that your key
priority as a member of parliament is
your constituency, which means that
your agenda, parliamentary questions
and everything else must be informed
by your own constituency issues. It
is important to always bear in mind
that you were seconded and voted
to parliament by the people whose
problems and challenges are your
primary responsibility.

Q&A

About striking the balance? It is
much easier for us to strike a balance
between the work of the portfolio
and that of the constituencies
we represent. This portfolio cuts
across all sectors, which means
we are involved in anything and
everything that has to do with the
workings of public service, which is
the engine of government. Without
a well-functioning public service,
government policies and programmes
are unlikely to be implemented.
And so, this makes the work of this

portfolio committee critical ... its
members can knock at each and very
public office for answers.

What is your vision of the
portfolio committee and the
public service at large?
First, I think the portfolio committee
needs to better define its role. It
cannot afford to be all over the show
and its members ought to realise that
they have a powerful role to play in
ensuring service delivery. They are
the people who are supposed to be
cracking the whip if things go wrong.

A clarion call has been made about
the need for local government to go
back to the basics in the interests
of service delivery. Is such a call
applicable to other spheres of the
public service?
Without complicating things, going
back to the basics in the public
service simply means that public
servants must report to work on time,
know and understand their duties and
perform these well. Most importantly,
being a public servant is about
understanding that you are there
to serve the people ... once that is
instilled in their minds, it will eliminate
other challenges related to corruption,
laziness and so forth.

What are your views on the recently
introduced Public Administration
Management Act (pama)?
Just one sentence for me ... it
prohibits public servants from doing
business with government. And
that is the space I think the portfolio
committee should watch closely.
While public servants are suppose
to declare their business interests
(which they should continue doing),
the Act states that public servants
are prohibited from doing business
with government, either directly or
indirectly. If correctly implemented
and monitored, the Act will help curb
corruption.
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GOING BACK TO THE BASICS
Local government strategy shows the way
ince 1994, local government
has played a significant
role in delivering services to
South Africans, with tremendous
progress noted in the delivery
of water, electricity, sanitation
and refuse removal. Yet, despite
the many achievements, much
needs to be done to support,
educate and where needed,
enforce the implementation of
local government’s mandate
for delivery. The transformation
of the local government sector
remains a priority for the current
administration. It is therefore
important to understand where
we are, where we could be
and what needs to be done to
improve performance. Our goal
is to improve the functioning of
municipalities to better serve
communities by getting the basics
right.

What has been achieved so
far?
Much has been achieved in
building local government since
1995. We have put in place a
decentralised sphere of local
government that is enshrined in
our Constitution as a ‘distinctive,
interdependent and interrelated’
sphere of government. This is
supported with a suite of local
government legislation and
policies that are world class
and a transparent system of
intergovernmental grants that
enables municipalities to perform

16

their roles. Under the democratic dispensation, a wall-to-wall system of
municipalities was established that integrated communities that were
previously divided by apartheid. The Local Government White Paper
developed a vision of local government as a key component of the
developmental state, and in pursuit of that vision, services have been
progressively extended to more citizens than ever before. We have
over the years implemented various programmes aimed at elaborating
the mandate and giving strategic and operational support to local
governments’ functioning. These include a set of municipal toolkits,
programmes like Project Consolidate and most recently the Local
Government Turnaround Strategy. All of these efforts have contributed to
enhancing local government performance over the years.

What are the remaining challenges?
A review undertaken by Cooperative Governance Traditional Affairs
(CoGTA) of the 278 municipalities in South Africa suggests that the journey
to reach the ideal municipality that is envisaged still continues. It has found
that the top third municipalities have got the basics right and are
functioning adequately.
ACCESS TO BASIC SERVICES FOR HOUSEHOLDS 2001 AND 2011

No. of households

S

16 000 000
14 000 000
12 000 000
10 000 000
8 000 000
6 000 000
4 000 000
2 000 000
-

85%
57%

70%

46%

62%
55%

50%
32%

2001
2011
Total Households

2001
2011
Water in home

2001
2011
Toilet in home

2001
2011
Electricity in home

2001
2011
Weekly removal

However, there is a small group of top performers that are doing extremely
well, using innovative practices to ensure sustainability and resilience. This
small core represents the desired (ideal) state for all municipalities in the
country.
The middle third of the municipalities were found to be fairly functional
and their overall performance is average. While the basics are mostly in
place and the municipalities can deliver on the main functions of local
government, there are some areas of poor performance or decline that are
of concern.
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The bottom third of the municipalities are dysfunctional
and significant work is required to turnaround these
municipalities. Among others, endemic corruption,
councils that do not function, no structured community
engagement and poor financial management
were found to be prevalent, leading to continuous
negative audit outcomes. There is a poor record of
service delivery and basic functions, such as, fixing
potholes, collecting refuse, maintaining public places
or fixing streetlights, are not performed. While most
of the necessary resources to render the functions
or maintain the systems are available, the basic
mechanisms to perform these functions are often not
in place. These municipalities are failing our people
and urgent intervention is needed in order to correct
the decay in the system.
Institutional incapacity and
widespread poverty have
undermined the sustainability
of the local government
projects, leading in some
instances to a serious
breakdown in services.

local communities. In order to achieve this, we urgently
require:
§§ Mayors and Municipal Mayoral Committees with a
vision to change and the calibre of leadership to
drive the change process.
§§ Speakers of Councils who are able to effectively
manage the business of Council and lead it in its
engagement and outreach programmes.
§§ Councillors that will inspire and organise for the
common purpose of serving our people, and
creating a dynamic link to their constituencies.

§§ Municipal managers and senior managers that
understand the core mandate and orientation,
understand their specific
role in delivering the local
government vision as
envisaged in the White
Paper, and act in a manner
that ensures that local
government primarily serves
its people by delivering
basic services. Our actions
Back to Basics
need to move from intent
- Programme for
to generating impact on
Change
the ground. We will have to
mobilise massive support
“We cannot solve today’s
from those who are willing
problems with the same level
to change for the better
of thinking that created the
and isolate those who seek
problems in the first place”
to push back progressive
(Albert Einstein). We need
change amongst us. The
to do things differently if
strategy for our campaign
we want different
will be based on
solutions. We must
supporting and
“We cannot solve today’s problems with
change our paradigm
educating those
the same level of thinking that created the
to focus on serving
willing to change,
the people and not
problems in the first place” - Albert Einstein as well as enforcing
extractive elites.
compliance through
legislation and regulation to achieve our goals. In
Changing strategic orientation is not easy and it
other words, we will have to inspire to become role
requires bold leadership and political will. At the same
models and emulate the best amongst us. But we
time, we need a collective effort and unity of purpose
will also have to disincentivise illegal and improper
and partnership with leaders in local government,
behaviour, enforce the law and ultimately name and
provinces and national government. We need to
shame those who are not willing to change.
improve the political management of municipalities
and be responsive to the needs and aspirations of
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A differentiated approach

Our transformational agenda recognises that there are widely divergent levels of performance between different
categories of municipalities – in terms of services, public engagement, good governance, financial management
and technical capacity. Our aim is to encourage all municipalities to become positively functional centres of good
governance. We need to set the proper standards for municipal performance.

Priority 1

Priority 2

For those municipalities in a
dysfunctional state, we will aim
to perform, at the very least,
the basic functions of local
government. We will do this through
enforcement of current policies
and legislation, systematically
managing performance and
accountability, and ensuring
that there are consequences for
underperformance. Minimum
performance requirements include
ensuring the proper functioning
of council structures and council
processes, the provision of basic
services and the appointment of
competent staff. These are nonnegotiable.

Priority 4

Priority 3

For those who are functional but
are not doing enough in critical
areas of service, we will support
municipalities to progress to a
higher path. Here the focus will
be on building strong municipal
administrative systems and
processes, and ensuring that
administrative positions are filled
with competent and committed
people whose performance is
closely monitored. The oversight
system for local government will be
improved through creating realtime monitoring systems. Measures
will be taken to ensure that
municipalities engage properly with
their communities.

We will incentivise municipalities
that are performing well by giving
them greater flexibility and control
over their resources and grants,
encourage them to move beyond
the basics and transform the local
space economy and integrate and
densify our communities to improve
sustainability. We will implement
the Integrated Urban Development
Framework and the National Spatial
Development Framework to ensure
effective alignment of our national
economic, environment and social
programmes with those of our
municipalities.

There will be targeted and vigorous responses to corruption and fraud, and a zero tolerance approach to
ensure that these practices are rooted out. Supply chain management practices in municipalities will be
closely scrutinised. Where corruption and mismanagement have been identified, we will not hesitate to
ensure that these are decisively dealt with through provisions such as asset forfeiture and civil claims. We
will also work to change practices in the private sector and enlist the support of civil society to change the
national morality.

Managing performance
The primary problem we face in the local government system is that we do not recognise and reward good
performance adequately, nor are there sufficient consequences for under-performance. We will therefore
institutionalise a performance management system to effect the changes that we require in the system. We will
develop and finalise a set of indicators as per the pillars of the Back-to Basics approach. These indicators will
measure whether municipalities are performing in terms of the ‘basics’, namely:

1
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Putting people
first

2

Delivering
basic services

3

Good
governance
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Sound
financial
management

5

Building
capacity
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Institutional Capacity
There has to be a focus on building strong municipal administrative systems and processes. It includes ensuring
that administrative positions are filled with competent and committed people whose performances are closely
monitored. Targeted and measurable training and capacity building will be provided for Councillors and municipal
officials so that they are able to deal with the challenges of local governance, as well as ensuring that scarce skills
are addressed through bursary and training programmes. The basic requirements to be monitored include:
§§ Ensuring that the top six posts (Municipal Manager, Finance, Infrastructure Corporate Services, Community
Development and Development Planning) are filled by competent and qualified persons.
§§ That the municipal organograms are realistic, underpinned by a service delivery model and affordable.
§§ That there are implementable human resources development and management programmes.
§§ There are sustained platforms to engage organised labour to minimise disputes and disruptions.
§§ Importance of establishing resilient systems such as billing.
§§ Maintaining adequate levels of experience and institutional memory.

Defining roles and responsibilities
All three spheres of government have an important
role to play in ensuring well-functioning municipalities.
Recognising the need for inter-sphere collaboration,
this section assigns specific responsibilities to the
spheres. In addition, existing intergovernmental
platforms like Ministers and Members of Executive
Councils (MINMECs) will be used to monitor and
review progress. Through the Inter-Ministerial
Committee (IMC) on Service Delivery, all relevant
national departments will coordinate their approach to
local government service delivery, and increase their
level of oversight of the proper performance of service
delivery functions. Throughout this transformative
process, CoGTA will lead national and provincial
governance programmes at a local level to ensure they
are properly aligned with local governance and local
spatial development frameworks.
Building from the work done to date, CoGTA will act as
a catalytic agency in cooperation with other national
departments to lead the coordination and enforcement
of good practice across our municipalities. We will
ensure that all spheres of governance will play their
part. CoGTA will support the development and
implementation of comprehensive infrastructure and
maintenance plans in municipalities, with at least 7%
of operational budgets assigned to the maintenance of
infrastructure, through the following:

§§ National Treasury and CoGTA will provide
institutional support to improve expenditure, to
target backlogs and to ensure municipalities
acquire relevant skills for infrastructure
management.
§§ The Inter-Ministerial Committee (IMC) will coordinate
service delivery initiatives of national government
departments under auspices of the IMC on Service
Delivery. The Inter-Ministerial Basic Service Delivery
Task Team will assist in unblocking and fasttracking services around the country.
§§ CoGTA, Department of Water and Sanitation,
Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform, and the Department of Human Settlements
will intensify the implementation of a pipeline of
projects in the 27 districts with particular focus on
water and sanitation to targeted areas.

Conclusion
Local government has been a primary site for the
delivery of services in South Africa since 1994.
However, there are areas in which service delivery is
failing, our governance system is not functioning and
we are not putting people and their concerns first.
We need to move away from outdated models of top
down service delivery to a culture of Batho Pele and
serving communities. It is clear that much needs to be
done to support, educate and where needed, enforce
implementation.
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Back-to-Basics is the framework for our collective action in this regard. In order to address the challenges faced
by local government, to address the service delivery challenges we face and ultimately, in order to rebuild the
trust of our people in the system of local government. Crucial to this new approach is a system of reporting on,
and being accountable for performance. In order to ensure all municipalities function well, we must collectively
and consistently encourage good performance and intervene where needed. For the campaign to sustain the
momentum, it will need champions at every level of government, as well as, in and amongst our communities and
the private sector. The reform process must release the necessary enthusiasm and commitment amongst the
organisations that are involved. Let us go forward together and build the developmental local government system
that our people deserve.

Leading Transformation:

The New Synthesis in Action
By the Honourable Jocelyne Bourgon P.C., O.C, the President of
Public Governance International and President Emeritus of the Canada
School of Public Service.

T

he New Synthesis Initiative was launched five years ago to help close the gap between conventional theory
of public administration and the realities of public service in practice.1 Two years later, we developed a
conceptual framework that is substantially different from the traditional model of public administration inherited
from the industrial age. The New Synthesis Framework is “distinctly public sector.”
The NS Framework is intended to serve as a road map to guide practitioners as they explore the range of options
that government can use to solve real-life challenges. But the road map is not the journey. Civil servants must
craft their own narratives of change. They must invent a New Synthesis adapted to their own unique context and
circumstances. Different choices will set countries on different trajectories and will have a significant impact on
the overall performance of their country.

1

A New Synthesis of Public Administration; Serving in the 21srt Century, J.Bourgon , McGill -Queens University Press, 2011
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Serving in the 21st Century
The key questions for people
in positions of responsibility in
government today are: What do we
need to do to prepare government
for the challenges that lie ahead?
What do we need to do to ensure
that the capacity of government
to invent solutions will keep pace
with the increasing complexity of
the challenges we are facing as a
society? What can governments
do to steer their society through a
profound period of change?

Fifteen years of crises, thirty years
of reforms
Fifteen years of crises ranging from
financial and real estate crises,
a great recession, sovereign
debt crises, growing inequalities,
pandemics and natural disasters
have revealed the weaknesses
of our institutional arrangements.
Too frequently, governments were
left in a reactive position unable
to anticipate, prevent or reduce
the risks for the most vulnerable in
society.
Thirty years of public sector
reforms did not prepare
governments for the
challenges that lay
ahead. Too many
public sector reforms
have focused on the
inner workings of
government.

The irony is that public institutions
are showing signs of weaknesses
at the very moment we need them
the most to steer society though a
profound period of change. People
in government today will need to go
beyond reforms that, by and large,
maintain the existing way of doing
things. They are called upon to lead
public sector transformation and to
steer society through a process of
change.
This is a good time to be in
government. It is a good time to
re-discover some old truths, rethink the role of government in
society and re-conceptualise public
administration in a manner that
resonates in a more meaningful way
with the world we live in.

Preparing Government fit
for the Time
Public Purpose Comes First
(Positioning)
One old truth worth rediscovering
is that public institutions and public
organisations do not simply provide
services, they serve a public
purpose. This is the essence of their
contribution to society. This is what
makes them unique and valuable.
This is what gives meaning to
their actions and decisions.
Public organisations cannot fulfil
their mission by relying only on
improving services
or increasing their
productivity.

Focussing on the broad public
purpose has a number of
implications for government. First,
it shifts the focus of attention
from agency results to what really
matters —making a difference
for citizens and society. Second,
it reveals the multidimensional
nature and the complexity of the
challenges we are facing as a
society. Public results of value to
society require co-operation across
government and across sectors.

Stories People
told me
This is the story of weather
forecasting agencies in Senegal
and Kenya.

The mission of weather forecast
agencies is not simply to
produce accurate weather
forecasts (agency results).
It is to make sure that this
information reaches those
that can use it to make better
decisions, achieve better results
and reduce risks for society.
In the case of the weather
forecasting agencies in Kenya
and Senegal, a focus on better
societal outcomes led to the
better use of weather forecasts
by government agencies, rural
dwellers, farmer associations
and communities vulnerable to
the risk of floods. It meant better
crops, better yields and better
preventative actions. You can
find similar examples in every
country.
[Full cases in this article can
be found at www.nsworld.org]
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Implications
Leading public sector
transformation means that
articulating the public purpose
must come first. Public purpose
is more important than means
and process requirements. Public
organisations must position their
contribution in the broader context
of system-wide and societal results.
An excessive focus on agency
results generates a narrow vision
and at times a distorted view of
the role of government. In the end,
the way we frame public policy
challenges and position the role of
public organisations, has a direct
impact on the solutions that will be
found and the results that will be
achieved… Public purpose comes
first!

Leveraging the Power of
Others
In every country, a limited group of
people have the legal right to use
the authority of the State to achieve
public results. This is the authority
to tax, spend, regulate and ensure
compliance through coercive
measures. Public office holders are
granted this right as a result of the
position they hold and because of
their duty to serve the collective
interest.
However, an increasing number
of public policy issues exceed
the capacity of government.
They cannot be solved simply by
regulating and spending; they
require the active contribution of
multiple agents across government
and across sectors to bring about a
viable solution.
22

The challenge is not so much to
figure out what government can do
on its own but to discover what can
be achieved by pooling existing
knowledge, know-how, resources
and capabilities wherever they
may reside in government and in
society. The key question is how
can government use its authority to
lever the contribution of society as
a whole?

Leveraging is a powerful concept
An important finding in this area
is that it is generally possible to
make progress and to achieve

better results, even in the most
challenging circumstances, if
we are able to harness existing
capabilities and resources in
support of a common cause.
Another key finding is that
producing public results is not
the exclusive responsibility of
government but a collective
responsibility that entails a shared
responsibility of government,
citizens and every agent in society.
Leveraging entails a shift from
government centric to governance
focus.

Stories I was told
I could give the example of the Participatory Irrigation Management
Project in Thailand.
Where government shares the responsibility for the management of a
water reservoir in the Dan Chang District with communities, farmers
and key user groups.
We can learn about leveraging from the HIV-Aids Network in Botswana,
where the government leads a vast ecosystem of partners to serve
a common cause. Government ensures that a legal and ethical
environment is in place, NGOs and community groups contribute to
prevention and multiple service providers provide the care and support
systems.

Implications
Leveraging has a number of implications for government. It requires
new skills and capabilities including the capacity to work across
multiple boundaries, to manage multiple interfaces and to steer
vast ecosystems. It requires the capacity to monitor results, an
ability to learn as you go and to course correct as needed.
Government is the steward
of the collective interest in all
circumstances.
It requires rising above the silos we
have created.
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Citizens as value creators
(Engaging)
One of the most fundamental roles
of government is to transform
people into citizens and our diverse
human communities into a citizenry
willing to share and build a better
future together.
People are not born citizens; we
become citizens as we accept the
constraints and the responsibilities
that come as a result of being a
member of a broader community.
Public institutions create citizens.
The role of government is to build a
civic spirit conducive to collective
actions. It is to build the collective
capacity to achieve better results
over time. Some of the most
intractable problems of this time are
not due to too much government,
but to a lack of State able to forge
a united citizenry, governed by a
common rule.

Stories to Learn From
In most countries, one can find examples of how governments
are exploring new ways to engage the contribution of users and
beneficiaries of public services as public value creators.
Some of the most promising practices include:
§§ Co-creation, co-design and co-production, when users and service
providers make better use of each other’s assets.
§§ Enabled self-organisation, when government creates an enabling
environment that encourages people to pursue their individual
interest in a manner that also promotes the collective interests.
§§ Technology enabled self-organisation, when modern IC
Technologies are used to enable people to address problems of
interest to them by themselves or with others.
We have much to learn from E-Health points in Punjab, a technologyenabled co-production project that generates better health outcomes
and makes better use of the time of medical staff or from the cocreation Hub in Nigeria that incubates innovative projects and
empowers users of public services to influence the development of
new services.
We can learn from the experience of people with disability in Denmark,
who worked with government to co-create a better policy and better
services. It led to reduced costs and improved users satisfaction. We
can learn from the cyclist association in London that found ways to
reduce cyclists’ accidents.

Citizens, sometimes at great risks
to themselves, are breaking out of
their subservient relationship with
government. They expect to have
a say in matters of interest to them.
They want to play an active role
with government in producing the
results of greatest value to them.
Modern technologies are giving
them the means to ensure that their
voices will be heard.

Implications

The way governments choose to
respond to these challenges will
impact the overall functioning of
their society. This also presents
governments with an opportunity
for a different sharing of
responsibilities with citizens that
may generate better public results
at a lower cost for society.

Government must know when to use these approaches and when not, and
how to do it well. It is not new, but has been neglected for a time. In our
drive for efficiency, we have crowded out the contribution of citizens as
value creators. It has great potential.

Co-production is more than talk, consultation or communication. It is a
sharing of responsibility where government, users and beneficiaries of
government services make better use of each other’s assets in order to
produce better results. Engaging the active contribution of citizens as
value creators has a number of implications for government. It is not applicable or advisable in all cases. It is not “laissez faire”; it requires an active
role by government to create the enabling conditions. It requires clarity of
purpose and clear rules of engagement and new skills.
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In Closing
Public administration is not
about systems, structures, and
organisational charts. It is a
relationship that binds government
and citizens together and that
propels society forward.
Our governance model has served
us well. It is providing us with a
solid foundation but different times
require a different way of thinking
and openness to different ways of
doing things.

This is a good time to re-discover
some old truths. Citizens are not
simply customers or mere clients.
They are public value creators.
This is a time for shifting the focus
of attention from the efficiency of
the parts to the effectiveness of
the whole and from public sector
reform to leading public sector
transformation.
This is a time for a more
fundamental re-thinking of the
ideas that served us well in the past
and of the capabilities that will be
needed in the future.

This may be the best time in a
long time to forge a new balance
between the role of the state,
market and civil society that
would prepare our society for the
challenges that lay ahead
This IS a good time to be in
government.
*Published with permission. The
full article was first published in
the Commonwealth Innovations
Review, Volume 20, Number 3,
November 2014, published by
the Commonwealth Association
for Public Administration and
Management (CAPAM) www.
capam.org

A CAPABLE AND COMPETENT
PUBLIC SERVICE

A critical mass of highly professional public
servants is central to the priorities of the current
administration, writes Minister in the Presidency for Planning,

Performance, Monitoring, Evaluation and Administration, Jeff Radebe.

T

he issue of the role of the public
service in building a capable and
developmental state is one of the foremost
focal areas in the National Development
Plan (NDP). It is also a major priority of the
Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF),
which sets out government’s key priorities
over a five-year period ending in 2019.
The MSTF puts us on the path towards
eliminating poverty and significantly
reducing inequality by 2030, in line with the
implementation of the NDP.
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Not just rules-bound
The Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa sets out the principles of public
administration. Importantly, these principles
are not just a rules-bound public service,
but a public service that is developmentoriented, people-centred and accountable.
The NDP identifies the steps that need to
be taken to build on these Constitutional
principles in order build a capable and
developmental state. It may be valuable
to reflect on what the NDP meant by
these two terms, namely “capable” and
“developmental”.

back to basics: a capable and competent public service
The NDP defines a “capable state” as one that has the capacity to
formulate and implement policies effectively. This in itself, is a huge task
and a huge challenge. Our capacity to implement often falls short of our
aspiration due to weaknesses in how we approach implementation or
weaknesses in how policies and programmes are designed and planned.
However, the NDP is quite clear that a capable state alone is not enough.
Overcoming the triple burden of poverty, inequality and unemployment
requires the kind of state that is “developmental” in orientation, and
displays commitment to fulfilling its developmental role by focusing all its
efforts on overcoming the root causes of poverty and inequality.
To achieve a state that is both capable and developmental, we need to
ensure that the public service is not only professional, but is also deeply
immersed in the developmental agenda of government. This means that
working in the public service should not be a job like any other, as public
servants have huge responsibility in taking forward this developmental
agenda. At the forefront, this developmental commitment manifest itself in
the responsiveness of public servants to the citizens they serve as guided
by the Batho Pele principles.

improve

A common sense of the developmental purpose and ambition is essential.
This includes a common commitment to work through and overcome
obstacles to implementation, so that the work of government can move
forward. Operation Phakisa seeks to promote such a problem-solving
approach by bringing the relevant officials together to interrogate and
overcome specific implementation challenges.

issues

In recent years, government has taken further steps aimed at improving
its responsiveness to the service delivery needs of citizens such as the
piloting of a citizen based monitoring initiative. While a broad range of
participatory mechanisms were put in place over the past 20 years, more
work still needs to be done. In particular, it is important to determine the
effective utilisation of these mechanisms. There is no doubt that many
of these spaces provide citizens with a real opportunity to have their
concerns heard and addressed, but equally, some spaces for participation
have tended to become formulaic and these spaces need to be reenergised in order to enhance the accountability and responsiveness of
government.

choices
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information plans professional enable access
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competent measurable
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back to basics: a capable and competent public service
strategies and approaches, and
gains made by the old HoD are not
leveraged upon.”

The NDP highlights the need to find a midway of
managing the political-administrative–interface.
Democratic accountability requires that the Heads of
Department are accountable to their political principals,
but professionalism requires a degree of stability in the
top levels of the bureaucracy.”
Stability and consistency
One of the lessons learnt is
that driving improvement takes
time. The National Planning
Commission’s diagnostic document
cautioned against the temptation
of policy fads and quick fixes.
While policies sometimes need
to change, the tendency has
often been to change policies
too quickly without recognising
that the problem may not be
with the policies but rather that
the difficulties have been in the
implementation thereof. The NDP
changes this. The existence of
a long-term plan has resulted
in greater policy certainty and
enables us to work through specific
obstacles to implementation on
an on-going basis. However, as
identified in the NDP, if we want to
address policy and organisational
instability, we also need to deal
with persistent problems in how we
manage the political-administrative
26

Many of the state’s best performing
institution are characterised by
their stability of leadership, and
the long-term task of building a
capable and developmental state
requires a degree of stability in
the top levels of the bureaucracy.
The high turnover rate of HoDs
can be attributed to the frequent
change and instability of staff in the
department. This not only affects
staff morale, but it also means that
we do not get to grips with the
underlying issues of implementation
because doing so requires a
sustained focus on working through
the problems and building on what
works.

interface, particularly, in the high
turnover of Heads of Department.
This aspect has generated a great
deal of discussion in the NDP. This
issue has also been dealt with by
the Public Service Commission
(PSC) and high quality reports
were produced that helped to
inform the thinking of both the
National Planning Commission and
government on how to approach
this complex issue. This is a good
example of how the work of the
PSC informs and contributes to
improving the quality of public
administration.

In response to these challenges,
the NDP highlights the need to
find a midway of managing the
political-administrative–interface.
Democratic accountability requires
that the Heads of Department
are accountable to their political
principals, but professionalism
requires a degree of stability in
the top levels of the bureaucracy.
In many countries, this balance
is achieved by putting in place
standard administrative procedures
for managing the career incidents
of Heads of Department but with
political principals retaining final
authority.

A 2008 report by the PSC found
that, “management operations
of departments are impacted
on negatively whenever there
is change of administrative
leadership. This is mainly due
to the fact that it takes about six
months to a year for the new Head
of Department (HoD) to settle in.
The new HoD establishes new

In South Africa, by contrast,
the Executive Authority (EA) is
responsible for directly managing
the career incidents of HoDs
without standard mechanisms to
draw on for support. While this
was appropriate in the immediate
post-1994 context where political
principals needed direct control of
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back to basics: a capable and competent public service
Human Resources (HR) matters in
order to drive transformation, it is
not well suited to the more longterm task of building a capable and
developmental state.
It is critical that Executive
Authorities (EAs) are able to
have confidence in their HoDs.
The approach proposed in the
NDP is to ensure that EAs retain
overall responsibility with a clear
line of accountability between
the HoDs and their respective
political principals, but to put in
place administrative processes
that inform the decision of EAs
to the recruitment and career
management of HoDs. This would
be similar to the role played by
administrative heads of the public

where all of our plans are based on evidence, contain a clear theory of
change, and contain measurable indicators by which their success can be
measured.
The institutionalisation of planning will also contribute to several other
objectives, including improved policy consistently and a greater focus on
working through the obstacles to implementation on an on-going basis.
This requires a greater adoption of the practices and culture of rigorous
project management in the public service. It also requires a change in
the management culture in the public service to one of “learning through
doing” and continuous improvement, rather than continuing to do the same
activities over and over again, without considering their actual impact on
society. Greater policy coherence will also be promoted through steps
to institutionalise long-term planning. This will include establishing the
institutional mechanisms and building the necessary capacity within the
state to undertake long-term planning.
Of course, the issue of professionalism is much broader than the relations
at the political-administrative-interface. The NDP reminds us that a
developmental state is effective at building its capacity over time, and
places particular emphasis on the need to look at how skills are built up

It also requires a change in the management culture in the public service to one of
“learning through doing” and continuous improvement, rather than continuing to do the
same activities over and over again, without considering their actual impact on society.
service in many other countries,
as has been demonstrated in the
comparative work done by the PSC.
This approach is now being taken
forward through Outcome 12 of the
MTSF, which identifies the steps
required to create the role of an
administrative head of the Public
Service, with the responsibility of
running standard processes to
advice EAs on the management of
their Heads of Department and the
expertise that exist within the wider
society.

Measurable planning
We will also be introducing
measures to improve the
effectiveness of short and mediumterm planning, and to improve
the quality of programme plans.
We need to move to a situation

over time and on the job. The NDP, therefore, puts particular emphasis on
issues of career-pathing and the need to ensure that public servants at all
levels are effectively managed and supported throughout their careers.
The set of priorities in the NDP relating to the Public Service are carried
forward in Outcome 12 of the MTSF through the eight key priority areas:
1.

A stable political-administrative interface

2.

A public service that is a career of choice

3.

Sufficient technical and specialist professional skills

4.

Efficient and affective management and operations systems

5.

Procurement systems that deliver value for money

6.

Increased responsiveness of public servants and accountability to
citizens

7.

Improved inter-governmental coordination and institutionalisation of
long-term planning

8.

Improved mechanisms to promote ethical behaviour in the public
service

The goals that are underpinned by the NDP will not be realised if we fail in
the goal of building a capable and developmental state.
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back to basics: state of the public service and beyond

State of the
Public Service
and Beyond

R. Cassius Lubisi, Khulekani Mathe and Busani Ngcaweni from the Presidency reflects on the current state of
the public service and the road ahead.

“We are also determined […] to ensure that we have the
democratic, non-racial, non-sexist, honest and accountable corps
of public servants which members of the Public Service
themselves desire… “ - 24 May 1994, President Mandela in his first State of the Nation Address

T

he Twenty-Year Review
succinctly indicates that the
democratic government inherited
a fragmented, unaccountable and
racially divided public service that
was set up to serve the interests of
the apartheid state. We inherited an
administration whose core business
was to perpetrate a crime against
humanity, dehumanise the majority
of South Africans, create privilege
for a minority of South Africans,
and to antagonise and wage war
against neighbouring states that
supported the national liberation
movement. We inherited an
administration that was corrupt, that
operated secret funds for all sorts
of dubious purposes, that paid
subsidies to farmers and others
to create an economy that served
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only a few South Africans, and that
was inherently sexist. In 1994, the
new dispensation inherited only
one female Chief Director from the
apartheid regime which epitomised
its sexist tenets.
In the first decade of the transition
to freedom and democracy,
government focused on
restructuring, intensive policy
development and comprehensive
legislative reform, including
the wholesale revision and
modernisation of the legislation
governing the public service.
The transformation of the public
service, to ensure that it reflected
the demographic profile of the
nation received much attention.
Significant progress was made in
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democratising the public service.
Twenty years later, we have a
public service that serves the
needs of all society. Public service
workplaces are qualitatively
different from the workplaces
before 1994. Workers have
democratic rights, which includes
their decision to join a union of
their choice, and they have the right
not to be discriminated against on
the basis of race, gender, sexual
orientation, or disability as per the
Constitution of the country. Even
though systems of accountability
have been put in place, the
vestiges of racism, sexism, and
less than optimum levels of
accountability still remain.

back to basics: state of the public service and beyond
Key achievements since 1994

Representivity of the public service:
The composition of the public service and local government has been transformed to better represent the entire
population. National and provincial governments combined employed 1.3 million people by the end of 2011/12. Of
these, 57% were female and 43% male. Furthermore, 80% were African, 9% White, 8% Coloured and 3% Indian. The
improvement in the representivity of the public service is particularly striking at senior management level. In 1994, senior
management in the public service (that is, Director to Director-General level) was 94% White and 95% male. By 2011, 87%
of senior management was Black (African, Coloured and Indian).
Senior Management

1.3 million people employed end of 2011/12

female

1994

9% White
57%

43%
male

80%
African

Performance of the
public service
There have been some
improvements in the performance
of the public service. Examples
can be found in departments,
such as, the South African
Revenue Service (SARS) and the
Department of Home Affairs that
have become more efficient in the
performance of their functions.
Furthermore, in the past 20
years we have progressively and
continuously tightened measures
to improve governance, and
we have invested heavily in
ensuring that the public service
is run ethically and efficiently.
There are no measures we
have relaxed in this process.
Instead, we have sought to
improve capacity building
through the National School of
Government and the training and
development programmes of
individual departments, entities
and municipalities. At the same

8% Coloured
3% Indian

by 2011

94%

95%

White

Male

time, we are all subject to a range
of institutions and instruments
that are there to help avoid
weaknesses, develop the capacity
of the administration, provide
oversight and keep us honest,
which include:
§§ The Public Service Commission
§§ Chapter 9 Institutions, from
the Auditor-General, through
the Public Protector, to the
South African Human Rights
Commission
§§ The Public Service Act
§§ The Public and Municipal
Finance Management Act
§§ The Management Performance
Assessment Tool (MPAT)
§§ Parliament’s Portfolio
Committees
§§ Provincial and municipal
equivalents of some of these
structures
§§ The Boards of Public Entities

87%
Black
(African, Coloured and Indian)

§§ All our courts, from the
Constitutional Court to lower
courts
§§ The National Anti-Corruption
Task Team, the Special
Investigation Unit (SIU) and the
Hawks
§§ Various hotlines for people
to provide information
anonymously
§§ Legislation such as the
Promotion of Access to
Information Act, which compels
government to disclose
information that is sought
by members of the public or
organisations
These institutions and instruments
exist because the founders
of our democracy wanted to
ensure that government would
be accountable and efficient,
that it would be open to public
and judicial scrutiny, and that it
would not abuse or disadvantage
citizens or be reckless with public
resources.
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back to basics: state of the public service and beyond
Some outstanding Issues

Diversity
The representation of women (at senior levels)
and people with disabilities (throughout
the public service) still needs further improvement.
Although women make up 57% of the public service, and
a substantial number of women occupy leadership roles,
their numbers are nonetheless concentrated at salary levels
1 to 10, while the proportion of men increases from levels
11 to 16. Only 38% of senior managers in provincial and
national government are female. Similarly, the 2% target for
employing people with disabilities has not been met, with
the figure standing at 0.4 %.

Workplace morale
Attitudes and motivation
of staff are important
factors in shaping the
public service ethos and culture. These are
heavily influenced by the work environment,
including the effectiveness of management
and operations systems. Badly managed,
poorly organised and under-resourced
work environments make it difficult for staff
to respond to the needs of citizens and
ultimately undermines staff morale.

Operation management
Many citizens continue to experience poorly maintained delivery sites, excessive queues and
waiting times, long turnaround times for processing permit applications, shortages of supplies
such as medicines, and under-expenditure of budgets for social infrastructure such as schools
and clinics. These, in part and not entirely, are usually symptoms of managerial weakness. Poor audit
outcomes, non-payment of legitimate invoices within 30 days and the large debts owed by national and
provincial departments to municipalities are also part symptoms of ineffective management. Individual cases,
however, clearly show that the causes for these maladies are far more complex than simply attributable to
management weaknesses.

Instability in
administrative leadership
Instability at the top levels of
administrative leadership has been
a particular challenge during transitions between
administrations, when new Ministers and Members of
the Executive Council (MECs) are appointed. This can
lead to sudden changes in senior management as new
ministers and MECs often prefer to appoint their own
Heads of Department. There is a high correlation between
the performance of a department and the stability in its
top leadership. Middle managers are often not assigned
significant responsibility or meaningful tasks, partly
due to poor management and an increased reliance on
outsourcing. If this is not reversed, it will undermine the
ability of the public service to develop much-needed skills.
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Ethics and values
Corruption and the
management of conflicts
of interest
Corruption is partly a symptom of weak
management and operations systems, which
create the space for corruption to thrive. But
corruption is largely a part of values and
dispositions. Values cannot be taught in
the same way as facts and theories can be
taught. Values can only be internalised as
a deep system of competence as opposed
to technicist and conspicuous performance
measures. The sooner we accept this reality,
the better we can begin to effectively deal with
this matter.

back to basics: state of the public service and beyond

The Road Ahead
President Jacob Zuma recently
convened the Presidential Local
Government Summit where he
championed the Back to Basics
approach to improving the lives
of people and communities in
local areas. Back to Basics is
a call to set clear targets for all
municipalities to deliver basic
services and improve the lives of all
South Africans:
§§ Back to Basics will ensure that
every municipality ensures that
traffic lights work, potholes
are filled, water is provided,
refuse is collected, electricity is
supplied, and refuse and waste
management takes place
§§ Municipalities must establish
platforms through which
communities can interact with
officials and must respond
timeously to crises
§§ All municipalities must appoint
persons with the requisite skills,
expertise and qualifications
§§ CoGTA, working with Provincial
Departments of Local
Government, SALGA and others
will monitor non-compliance and
poor performance

§§ Municipal officials involved in
tender corruption and irregular
spending will be brought to
book
§§ The Department of Public
Service and Administration,
through the Anti-Corruption
Bureau, is prioritising and fasttracking disciplinary cases in
the public sector
§§ Government has, through the
National Development Plan, put
in place measures to re-skill
and re-orientate public servants
on the basics of key legislation
such as the Public Service
Act and the Public Finance
Management Act
§§ Our initiatives will ensure more
accountability and create a
platform to serve as an “Early
Warning System” in instances
where municipalities run the risk
of not providing services to the
people

School of Government
Research conducted by the
Department of Communications
on commission from the National
School of Government has
identified some interesting and
reassuring features with regard

to the wealth of experience and
knowledge within the public
service.
§§ Slightly more than a third of all
public servants are between
the ages of 35 and 44 and most
managers fall in this age cohort.
There is a correlation between
the level of management
and the incumbent’s age,
qualifications (for the most part)
and experience, or years of
service
§§ Most managers have been in
the public service for more than
10 years, some even more than
20 years
The School of Government plans to
tap into this wealth of experience
by using ministers and former
government employees as guest
lecturers. In this way, invaluable
knowledge gained through
experience will be passed on.
Former long-serving managers and
ministers will certainly bring to life
training that is customised for the
public service and help guide, train
and groom future public servants.
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Government has in the past few months launched Operation
Phakisa (Sesotho for “hurry up”) to highlight the urgency in
providing public goods and services to citizens. Operation
Phakisa is a results-driven approach, involving clear plans
and targets, on-going monitoring of progress and making
these results public. The methodology focuses on bringing key
stakeholders from the public and private sectors, academia as
well as civil society organisations together to collaborate in:
§§ detailed problem analysis
§§ priority setting
§§ intervention planning
§§ delivery

we make the path
by walking -

the path to public service transformation
in South Africa remains work in progress
These collaboration sessions are called laboratories (labs). The
results of the labs are detailed plans with ambitious targets,
as well as public commitment on the implementation of the
plans by all stakeholders. The implementation of the plans
are rigorously monitored and reported on. Implementation
challenges are actively managed for effective and efficient
resolution. We hope that Operation Phakisa will invigorate
the public service to further improve its mechanisms to better
provide public goods and services to all citizens.

In Conclusion
Operation Phakisa
With the support of the Malaysian Government,
South Africa recently adopted Malaysia’s
Big Fast Results (BFR) Methodology which
enabled the country to achieve significant
government and economic transformation
within a very short time. Using this approach,
they addressed national key priority areas
such as poverty, crime and unemployment.
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As the great Spanish poet, Antonio Machado asserted,
“we make the path by walking”, the path to public service
transformation in South Africa remains work in progress
as current and future generations walk the path and seek
to continuously improve it. At every turn, contextual and
conjectural factors will mediate the extent to which reality will
coincide with our intentions.
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Towards achieving

Strategic-State Capability

through the Co-ordination of the
Centre of Government Functions
By Colette Clark, Deputy Director-General (DDG):
Research and Policy Analysis

P

Many countries internationally are
grappling with similar challenges of
how to implement effective reforms
and which macro structural tools and
processes need to be employed in
order to achieve strategic-state capacity
through the Centre of Government
departments.

oland, as a case in point, after adopting their National
Development Strategy 2030, with its nine medium-term
integrated strategies, commissioned the Organisation for
Economic Development (OECD)1 to advise them specifically
on shaping specific reforms based on an international
comparative perspective in assessing and enhancing
the effectiveness and efficiency of public governance
arrangements. Poland realised that their centre of
government lacked cross-sector synergies and coherence,
and was too siloed and not integrated enough to address
the challenges in implementing their National Development
Plan (NDP). Lessons from this investigation are used to
reflect on the governance arrangements within the South
African context and what does this mean for the successes
in implementing our NDP.
Within the South African context, Governance capacity for
the South African Centre of Government (CoG) functions like
many other countries, has evolved during country reforms,
but has by and large remained an ad hoc arrangement, with
mostly conflicting co-ordinating roles of various functions of
centre of government departments.

1

An extract adapted from the 2012 OECD Report on Implementing Strategic-State
Capability for Poland which is applied to the South African context by the author.
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At the dawn of our democracy, whilst setting up new government departments in the post 1994 reforms, we
anecdotally coined a common dictum which was articulated as follows:

Governments throughout the world do not make mistakes about
central governance authority- there are no dual or parallel
processes or structures for executive policy decision making on the
same competency, as it is a recipe for conflict, confusion, chaos
and a circus” (The 4C’s of Governance Decision- Making 101 to Avoid).
However, learning from Poland, as
advised by the OECD, that building
strategic-state capability collectively
by a set of central government
departments, those are also able to
set, steer and operationalise strategies
to achieve common outcomes both
efficiently and effectively, remain
our current challenge. We have to
maximise our resiliency and become
nimble in the face of shrinking budgets,
a complex policy environment,
generated by a constantly changing
external environment.
The significant policy, demographic
and fiscal challenges point to a
pressing need for South Africa to
improve and optimise government’s
central capacity located in the centre
of government departments, in order
to enhance the country’s economic
growth and development and sustain
job creation, whilst remaining capable
of planning and delivering services to
citizens equitably across the country.

Post 1999- Administrative
Decentralisation
Wide ranging public sector reforms
within South Africa, through
decentralisation of decision making,
was an important step in strengthening
multi-level governance post1999, which ensured that central
government’s role was only to articulate
a strategic vision for the country and
provinces and line department’s
would implement. The decentralisation
of human resource and financial
management functions and delegations
of authority within the public service
formed part of global trends within
public administration since the middle
of the 1980’s, albeit, with numerous
unintended consequences for the
public service.
Although the public sector context has
changed since the 1998 Presidential
Review Commission Report was

published, which first proposed a
configuration, possible roles and
responsibilities of the Centre of
Government, a renewed effort to
analyse the same from a macro–
organising perspective, is urgently
required, and the following research
needs to ensure that a strong centre of
government hub is maintained to drive
a development orientated public sector
and government programmes. The
following is required:
§§ Firstly, a proposed configuration of
design of the Centre of Government
(CoG) institutions as set out by their
legal and functional mandates ; and
§§ Secondly, a proposed formal Whole
of Government (WoG) institution
mandated to a department located
within the Presidency, which
provides governance stewardship
and co-ordinating governance
structures for bringing together the
centre of government institutions

What do we mean by Strategic-State Capacity?
Borrowing from the OECD definition, ‘it is the extent to which the central government can set and steer a national longterm vision-based strategy for the country (NDP), identify and address internal and external challenges to implementing
this strategy correctly through enhanced evidence-based decision making and strategic foresight, strengthen efficiencies in
policy design and service delivery to meet these challenges, and mobilise actors and leverage resources across government
to achieve integrated coherent policy outcomes that address challenges effectively.”
They further argue that the strategic-state concept emphasises leadership and stewardship from the centre, integrity
and transparency, the importance of networks both from within and outside government, including citizens, to drive the
effective implementation of the country’s strategy (NDP), in order to support a positive outcome for the country’s economy
and society.
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based on their transversal roles
insofar as they impact on the
corporate governance of the
machinery of government.
The traditional approach to managing
country-wide strategy implementation in
South Africa, prior to the establishment
of the National Planning Commission
(NPC), as well as the Department
for Performance Monitoring and
Evaluation, was characterised by
insufficient institutional capacity to coordinate macro policy implementation
at a central level, a lack of effective
legislation and mechanisms governing
co-ordination, particularly, horizontal
co-ordination and by institutional rivalry
rather than co-operation.
Different types of public service
reforms undertaken in various countries
pointed towards a broad trend of
decentralising, or devolving human
resource and financial management
functions to lower levels of government.
The following broad objectives in the
public service reforms were initiated
post-1999:
§§ Decentralisation and devolution of
decision making authority within
government.
§§ Clarifying the boundaries between
policy-making and administrative
functions in government.
§§ Increased efficiency through
delegation of financial, human
resource and administrative
resources to managers.
§§ Enhanced service quality through
the delegation of powers closer to
citizens.
§§ Improved accountability and
reduced opportunities for
corruption.

§§ More emphasis on outcome based
results accompanied by rigorous
performance monitoring and
evaluation systems.
However, the unknown was the role of
the centre of government versus that
of the whole of government and many
oversight functions emanating from the
decentralisation model fell through the
cracks.

Centre of Government
(CoG) versus the Whole
of Government (WoG)
Governance Nexus

PLAN
COORDINATION
GOAL

There is a marked distinction between
the role of the Centre of Government
hub on the one hand and the coordination of the Whole of Government
role and function on the other hand.
Since 2009, with the emergence of
the then Department for Performance,
Monitoring and Evaluation within
the Presidency, these roles were
erroneously operationally misconstrued
and the discrete concepts
were interchangeably used and
misunderstood, which has been the
source for the prevailing confusion and
operational mandate creep between
themselves and other existing centre of
government departments.
It must be emphasised that Centre of
Government departments on the one
hand have legislated authority at an
executive policy level, responsible

for norms and standards for discrete
public administration and corporate
functions which are separate but
equal in weight insofar as they are
responsible for their own discrete
central functional mandates which
include:
§§ strategy planning, both medium to
long-term
§§ budgeting and finance
§§ human resources management and
development
§§ organisational functionality and
operations
§§ co-operative governance around
service delivery
The respective pieces of legislation,
(viz. the Public Administration
Management Act; the Public Service
Act; the Public Finance Management
Act and the Municipal Systems Act),
all point to which discrete department
should be responsible for which
functions and the parameters thereto
are clear about such mandates. This
means that each CoG department
would be responsible for the policy
generation, policy distribution, policy
transmission and policy maintenance of
their respective mandates, as well as,
the operations management thereof.
Each CoG department, separate but
equal, would design mechanisms to
ensure evidence based innovative
policy design and practice is in place
to strengthen public governance in
their respective areas of mandate and
deliver on government’s commitment to
citizens.
So where are the missing links and
the yawning gaps? Notwithstanding
this distinction of roles, it still requires
maximising central strategic-state
capacity at all levels of governance,
including at a public administration
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functional level; budgeting and strategy
planning level, as well as, at a cooperative governance level, so that
government can articulate a broadly
supported long-term social vision for
the country through the NDP.
This is where the Whole of Government
(WoG) co-ordination by the Presidency
department comes to the fore. A
department within the Presidency
should not be competing by trying
to focus on mandates and functions
already conferred to another institution/
department in law, but should rather
understand their role and mandate as
one of providing Government Corporate
Governance tools and instruments for
the Whole of Government, somewhat
like a citizen’s shareholder’s compact.

Where is the gap in
understanding between
CoG versus WoG originate?
The NDP as a social vision, challenges
us to assess and enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of our
public governance arrangements.
However, historically we have
traditionally placed all focus on the
efficiency measures through output
and very little, if any focus on the
effectiveness measures and outcomes
thereof. As the South African Public
Administration, we are impacted
upon by numerous socio-economic
and historical demographic factors
that influence the unevenness of our
public governance capacity. So more
than ever before, we require a strong
functioning centre of government hub
(NT, DPSA and DCoG), which must
be co-ordinated by a formal whole
of government governance structure
within the Presidency through a
dedicated department that is cognisant
of its role and mandate and not one
that is merely trying to duplicate and
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compete with existing functions. This
is where a role for a department like
DPME comes into the picture.
Post 2009, after the macro-organising
of Government departments, a
need was identified to ensure that
centrally, country specific emerging
and longer term needs were correctly
and empirically diagnosed; objectives
and goals prioritised, medium and
short-term deliverables identified,
systems wide inefficiencies assessed,
including operational service delivery;
risks evaluated; generic policy design
strengthened and efficacy of sector
macro-policies deconstructed. In order
to meet these needs effectively, a
need was identified to mobilise policy
and implementation actors from a
government-wide perspective, as well
as leverage both human and physical
resources, across government, in order
to achieve integrated, coherent policy
outcomes in support of the NDP vision.
This was the birth of the Planning
Commission and the Department
for Performance, Monitoring and
Evaluation which were based in the
Presidency. After further reconfiguration
post the 2014 administration, saw the
consolidation of these functions under
one ministry, within the Presidency
responsible for Planning, Monitoring
and Evaluation for the whole of
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government.
From a research and policy analysis
perspective, we therefore have gone
back to the drawing board to examine
the distinction of roles and what model
should be designed to resolve the
evident overlaps and scope creep.
As the public service, we have to
examine the reform initiatives post1994, by identifying better practice
internationally on both the configuration
of the centre of government institutions,
as well as the governance thereof, by
selecting tools and processes, as well
as legal instruments that should inform
how the Centre of Government should
be co-ordinated, how evidence based
decision making should occur and how
e-government strategies are deployed
to improve government functionality.
As a public governance review
process, we have to examine various
departmental mandates, organisational
structures and how these impact on
CoG, both functionally and at a central
co-ordinating role. Key considerations
is how collective CoG evidence based
decision making processes enhance
efficiency gains, mobilise policy actors
and leverage resources, to achieve an
integrated, coherent policy outcome for
the country.

back to basics: towards achieving strategic-state capability through coordination
The template question to all Centre of Government departments is as follows:
What role must the Presidency play in ensuring the implementation of strategic-state capability? We would have to assess the
following:

1 The main challenges facing the country and its
implication for its corporate governance structures and
whether the current legal framework addresses the
governance powers needed by the Presidency to drive
State Corporate Governance.

4 The capacity of the Presidency to manage the Whole
of Government Co-ordination through the co-ordination of
the Centre of Government Hub which would co-ordinate
the implementation of the medium to long-term strategies
emanating from the NDP.

2 The central government department’s evidence based
decision making capacity with an emphasis on regulatory
compliance through regulatory impact assessments through
various institutions in terms of their respective mandates.

5 Current multi-level Governance arrangements with CoG
departments like National Treasury (NT), Department
for Public Services and Administration (DPSA) and
Department of Co-operative Governance (DCoG).

3 The need to improve trust in Government’s capacity to
deliver to citizens.

6 Implementing strategic-state capacity by the
Department for Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
(DPPME).

As Public Administration, we also
have to assess the application of
e-government to fast-track service
delivery to citizens, secondly we have
to look at multi-level governance
arrangements to manage public
administration and thirdly, how do we
manage the public service workforce,
ensuring that its workforce can
sustain the strategic-state capacity.
An effective human resources
management strategy is an important
tool in developing the governmentwide capacity, as it aligns workforce
skills to meet competency needs
in government. Such CoG which is
responsible for key horizontal policies
including public administration
reform and central HR Policy must
co-ordinate the implementation of its

Public Administration legislation and
regulations.
National Treasury on the other hand
is responsible for the co-ordination
of the budgeting and fiscal decision
making, as well as the legislation
and policies thereof. They are also
responsible for the efficiency measures
of the government spend which does

not necessarily focus on the efficacy
and effectiveness of policy choices in
public administration decision making
and reforms.
Therefore, by deduction both NT and
DPSA should be complementing and
collaborating on the efficiency and
effectiveness measures for public
administration measures.

As the legally mandated department to drive Public Administration, the DPSA has to set, steer and
implement strategies and solutions that emphasise a strategic-state macro structural design which
meets the challenges of effectively and efficiently delivering public services. On the other hand, the
Presidency would then be able to provide the necessary stewardship through a formal governance
structure and mechanism perspective, to the whole of government, once all centres of government
departments are correctly configured and functionally aligned. It is at this governance level within
the Presidency, where decision making is co-ordinated for the Centre of Government Hub and
collectively for the whole of Government.
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However, the meso-level analysis of
these two departments should provide
meta data analysis and reports about
public administration performance,
which are consolidated by the
Department for Planning, Monitoring
and Evaluation in the Presidency which
is extremely important and central to
the focus on the Whole of Government
evidence based decision making
through the following roles:
§§ Central strategic planning based on
long-term NDP strategies
§§ Cascading of macro plans to micro
plans in the short, medium and
long-term
§§ Taking responsibility for
Government Corporate Governance
through an Effective State
Strategy (ESS) which co-ordinates
the strategies of the Centre of
Government departments insofar
as they have a macro ‘corporate
services’ function on behalf of
government
§§ Multi-level governance to achieve
provincial, local and national
development objectives. The roles
therefore are distinct and discrete
§§ Ensure crucial interface between
regulatory policy and regulatory
impact assessment
DPME has to identify and address
internal and external challenges and
mobilise multi-level actors and leverage
resources across government to
strengthen efficiencies in policy design
and service delivery to meet these
challenges, not operationalise policy or
service delivery.
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Centre of Government’s
role in Strategy and Policy
Co-ordination
Although South Africa, post 1994,
undertook important public sector
reforms aimed at building a democratic
state and a functioning public service
supported by a vibrant growing
economy, the principles which drove
the public sector reform included the
following and may need to be revisited:
§§ Building a democratic state based
on values and ethics
§§ Administrative modernisation
§§ Decentralised decision making
§§ Recasting of the public sector
economic activities
The Centre of Government machinery
has to improve coherence in
articulation of strategic frameworks
which ensures effective deliberative
and evidence based decision-making
capacity.

Solution-Centralised
Strategy Setting?
Very little state strategyimplementation evaluation can
be found in government’s own
analytics and strategic reviews
as the focus in on other CoG
department’s mandates, instead
of measuring and monitoring the
efficacy of the state’s integrated
strategies.
One of the strong
governance
requirements in
order to implement
efficient strategic
management
mechanisms which
support successful policy
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application, is the design of legal,
institutional and organisational
arrangements which enable the
harmonisation of our national, social
and economic development policy
framework with the NDP as the country
vision. The wholeof government NDP
which is driven by the NPC through
DPME which is the government’s
responsibility centre for shaping
and co-ordinating the country’s
development strategy blueprint which
must drive this strategy and articulate
the country’s development through
interconnected plans to sustain
permanent and balanced national
development along providing provincial
and local spatial socio-economic
cohesion, as well as stimulating job
creation nationwide in all economic
sectors. DPME, together with the
National Planning Commission, with a
central planning function, is responsible
for fleshing out the NDP by doing the
following:
§§ Co-ordinating all programmes that
implement the development of a
macro policy direction
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§§ Frameworks for the management
of the development-related
programming
§§ Monitor, evaluate and co-ordinate
across government programmes
which influence the achievement
of the broad policy development
outcomes
§§ Manage development strategies
and programming prioritisation
Aligning the responsibility of assigning
the NDP and the performance
monitoring and evaluation functions to
the same ministry, the rationale was to
ensure that the NDP was successfully
integrated into the national action plans
and programming of government. It
is important to note that from a macro
organising aspect of government,
that the systems objectives, nature
and hierarchical importance of
national development strategies,
their content and subject matter and
their implementation timeframes are
broadly influenced by the context
and capability of the state to plan and
translate into action centrally, vertically
and horizontally.
The drivers of the NDP must specify the
main trends and challenges that arise
from internal development within
South Africa, as well as changes in
its external environment. Its plans
must include
a

comprehensive idea of national,
social and economic development
viewed from a long-term perspective
in consideration of the country’s social,
economic, environmental, territorial
and institutional dimensions. It should
also look at the spatial management
by looking at effectively using available
land for differentiated development
potential in order to improve spatial
cohesion, economic growth rate,
macro- effectiveness of state, socially
and economically in a long-term
perspective.
DPME and the NPC should ensure the
fundamental determinants, objectives
and direction for national development
along social and economic
dimensions by determining the multiyear development activities to be
undertaken by government in order to
achieve the strategic objectives of the
NDP time-horizon.

Co-ordination and
Implementation by CoG
The key national long-term NDP
strategies have numerous dimensions
which enforces performance against
the following processes:
§§ Policy Generation Phase addressing human, social, relational
and structural elements
§§ Policy Transmission Phase- using
digital technology to increase reach
§§ Policy Distribution Phasediffusion through balanced spatial
development and social cohesion
§§ Policy Maintenance Phase- making
the state more effective in ensuing
predictability, reliability and
utilitarian value of citizen-facing cost
effective systems and services
The system of governance is still
characterised by an entrenched

administrative culture that promotes
departmental, silorised approaches to
the management of public affairs.
A multi-year time-frame or planning
horizon manages financial resources to
achieve government’s objectives.
Insufficient awareness of legislation
and instruments governing the
implementation of policies and
programmes exist across government.
Programme evaluation results are not
linked to decision making.
Decision makers lack institutional tools
to use the analysis, aggregation and
synthesis of programme evaluation
results to inform planning and on-going
decision making.
An effective state should ensure the
effectiveness of all public institutions
at all levels of government, thus,
focusing on improving the quality of
state and its functionaries; managing
the developmental agenda of the
country; the quality of development
and implementation of the regulatory
and legislative instruments; improve
the mechanisms of social and citizen
participation and citizens voice in
public life through improved processes
or communication and knowledge
sharing.

Functions of Centre of
Government Hub (CoG Hub)
Centre of Government Hub, would
act as a central leadership structure
which facilitates the co-ordination,
collaboration and co-operation across
the public administration functions,
with the objective of securing a strong,
coherent and collective strategic
vision of where the country needs to
go and how it will get there by 2030.
Stewardship is needed to champion
and promote reforms and generate
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and manage interdependencies across the administration so that collaboration is
the default option, not the exception. Leadership is needed to change the way in
which public administration conceives its role and to encourage ‘buy-in’ so that the
country’s social vision is implemented. An effective CoG is critical for the following:

1 Strategic social vision by pulling together
long-term, big-picture objectives for the
economy and society
2 Accountability for overall results and effective

oversight of delegated responsibilities but clarify
lines of accountability

3 Strategic planning shape and secure
coherence in the cascading of plans from a
macro to a micro level within a specified timehorizon by operationalising government’s plan
of action

4 Policy Coherence
5 Collective Commitment
is a shared understanding
of the respective
leadership roles and
actions within a common
overall framework
and through effective
communication of how the
strategic vision is to be
implemented.

Whether programming co-ordination can be secured through performance
contracting of ministers, can only be as successful as codifying a single set
of development policy projects, managed by central government as well
as an enabling piece of Governance legislation.

Co-ordination Conundrum
Departments in central offices must implement the integrated development
strategies according to their respective mandates and be held accountable for
their results according to their legal mandates.
The DPME collaboratively with the NPC, where the NDP co-ordination function is
located, must play a consultative and advisory role to the Presidency on the central
government strategic policy by determining directions for developing policy and
strategic programming and to monitor and evaluate on-going policies through the
Ministers’ and Heads of Departments’ performance. There is a difference between
efficiency measurement through performance management and effectiveness
measurement through productivity. Productivity measures should remain the
purview of both NT and DPSA in terms of their respective mandates.
Whether programming co-ordination can be secured through performance
contracting of ministers can only be as successful as codifying a single set of
development policy projects, managed by central government as well as an
enabling piece of Governance legislation.
In conclusion, borrowing from the OECD solution for Poland, a Strategic
Development Management Framework, as well as, an Effective State Strategy
(ESS) is needed to support government’s implementation agenda which focuses
on efficient operations of the state and its capacity to co-ordinate strategic
activities such as:
§§ Strengthen Centre of Government Co-ordination and Information Repository
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§§ Streamline institutional co-ordination
structures for CoG
§§ Strengthen horizontal co-ordination
mechanisms in central departments
§§ Ensure conformity to initiatives of
national strategic development
objectives
§§ Regulatory provisions
§§ Developing a functional
organisational structure for the
centre of government
§§ Ensuring effective management
and co-ordination of government
activities and policies
§§ Ensure good-quality legal mandates
for CoG and WoG
§§ Implement an effective system
for monitoring and evaluation
of outcomes and performance
management of outputs
The ESS is implemented on the basis of
multi-level coordination, co-operation,
capacity and compliance. This would
require, for example, that National
Treasury and DPME manage the
responsibility for timing the process
of integrating strategic programming
with budgetary planning, which are
two separate but interdependent
processes. Improving the effectiveness
of strategic planning and budget
execution through performance and
results based budgeting by jointly
introducing mechanisms to ensure a
focused spending on budget funds
on crucial development projects and
areas.
This article is adapted from
commissioned work done by the OECD
on the analysis of Implementing StrategicState Capability in Poland and has been
applied to the South African context by
the author in preparation for her doctoral
studies.
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Using the Public Service as a Training Ground
“We cannot build a capable, career-oriented and professional
public service, unless we TRAIN,”
argues Minister of Higher Education and Training, Dr Blade Nzimande.

I

n this article, I focus on the Integrated Human Resource Development Plan and the role of Public Service
Education and Training Authority (PSETA). I contextualise my input by first referring to the character of the
developmental state we seek to build, followed by the work of the Human Resources Development Council
(HRDC), especially its plan and priorities. I will conclude by addressing what the Department of Higher
Education and Training (DHET) regards as important, that is, using the public service as a training space,
including the role of the PSETA and other Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs).

The character of the South
African development state
Despite some divergences on
what is meant by a developmental
state, I have identified areas
that we are beginning to agree
upon, and also highlight a few
areas of disagreement. I think
that there is agreement that the
state has a crucial role to play
in driving development, and that
central planning and coordination
is needed to achieve our

transformation (and in particular our
economic transformation) agenda.
Our 20 years in government has
taught us that if we leave the
economy to the market alone,
and define the role of the state
as regulatory only, we will not
achieve our goals of economic
empowerment for the majority of our
people.
I think there is also agreement that
the National Development Plan is
our first significant attempt at a

plan. The fact that organised labour
has concerns should not be viewed
as a problem, but an opportunity
to engage, make adjustments and
deepen the buy-in needed for
central planning to succeed. There
is also some level of agreement
that we need strong implementation
institutions, and to reconfigure the
state in a manner that confronts
the silos we tend to think through.
I hope that we are in agreement
that we need better co-ordination
within the state, as well as limit the
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proliferation of state institutions and
agencies.
We also agree that a developmental
state must prioritise the interests of
the overwhelming majority of our
people, especially workers and
the poor. Such a social strata must
not only be seen as beneficiaries,
but as active participants in the
state. Another area of agreement
is that we cannot simply copy
other developmental states. We
need to look at what works in other
countries but not try and replicate
what they do. We must take what
works for our unique circumstances
and also learn from our own history
of struggle against the apartheid
regime. Perhaps for us, the most
important feature around which
we agree, or have to agree, is that
a developmental state must be a
TRAINING state! We cannot build
a capable, career-oriented and
professional public service, unless
we TRAIN.

White Paper and Human
Resources Development
Plan
The White Paper on Human
Resources Management advances
the notion of the necessity to
build a coherent, integrated but
differentiated and diversified
post-school education and training
system, if we are to respond
effectively to the skills challenge
in our country. Underpinning
this, is the understanding that
education is not a commodity but
a common public good. Whilst
the private education providers
have a role to play, we should also
seek to base it on a sound public
education and training system.
It is within this context that the
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public service becomes a crucial
site for education, training and
development.
Guiding our work is also the Human
Resources Development Council
(HRDC) which is led by the Deputy
President, but administered by our
department. Our HRD Strategy
has identified a five-point workplan
to address the human resources
development challenge for our
country. These are:

important role that the Public
Service Commission (PSC) plays
in this regard, that the Deputy
President invited the Chairperson
of the PSC to be a member of the
HRD Council.
The public sector is a specific
focus within the HRD plan. The
plan calls for a “Capable
Public Service”
and sets
targets for

§§ Strengthen and support the
Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (TVET)
Colleges to expand access
§§ Production of intermediate
skills (artisans in particular) and
professionals
§§ Production of academics and
stronger industrial-educational
institutions partnerships in
research and development
§§ Foundational Learning
§§ Worker Education
One of the eight commitments in
the HRD Strategy is that of building
a capable public sector, with a
professional public service. What
is of significance in the HRD plan,
especially from a developmental
state perspective, is that its Council
decides at a high level the priority
outcomes and outputs, but requires
line departments (and other role
players) to take responsibility for
the planning and implementation
of the plan. In relation to human
resource development, the HRD
Council could be a powerful
structure that directs our work
and puts pressure on us as
line ministries and departments
to deliver. It is because of the
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achieving
this. It gives
the Department
of Public Service and
Administration (DPSA) lead
responsibility but states clearly
that other departments and entities
need to support it in achieving its
mandate and responsibilities.
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The Public Service as a
Training Space – The role of
the PSETA
As the DHET, we recognise that
the public service in particular, and
the public sector in general, is a
very crucial training space, not only
in relation to building a capable
public service, but for
our economy as a
whole.

Firstly,
the public
service is the
single largest
employer in our
country, with an estimated
1,3 million public servants. Such
a trained corps can go a long way
towards building the developmental
state we need.

Secondly, the public service is
also an important training space
for internships and learnerships.
We can absorb many of our
unemployed youth, especially
matriculants, and unemployed
college and university graduates.
Related to this, the public service is
a very important training space for
purposes of promoting and fulfilling
the requirements of work integrated
learning.
This brings me to the role of the
public service Sector Education
and Training Authorities (SETAs).
I want to emphasise “SETAs”
rather than the PSETA specifically,
because I want us to understand
the challenge we face as
government in coordinating our
efforts in this area. Whilst the DPSA
is the lead department in public
service training, SETAs interact
with many other government
departments for purposes
of training. For instance, the
Department of Basic Education,
with its 400 000 or so educators
and the Department of Higher
Education and Training with its
universities and TVET colleges,
work together with the Education,
Training and Development
Practices (ETDP) SETA; the Social
Development, Police and Health
Departments work with Health and
Welfare and Security SETAs. The
various state owned companies
are linked to the Energy and
Water SETA, the Manufacturing,
Engineering and Related Services
SETA (MERSETA), and Transport
SETAs. As a further example, the
Department of Agriculture works
with the AgriSETA to train the much
needed agricultural extension
officers.

What the above means is that
virtually all the SETAs interact with
the public sector in different ways,
and therefore, they require special
focus from an institution like the
Public Service Commission, from
the standpoint of monitoring and
promoting the public service as a
training space!
I conclude by focusing on the
Public Service SETA (PSETA) itself.
The biggest challenge we have is
that government departments have
not been paying their 1% training
levies like private companies, thus
depriving the PSETA of crucial
resources. Cabinet has decided
that government departments
must pay at least 30% of the 1%
so that the PSETA can begin to be
resourced. This must also be within
the purview of an institution like the
PSC.
Lastly, but no less important, we
are working together with DPSA
and other departments to begin
to build harmonies and synergies
between the various education and
training agencies in government.
For example, apart from the
National School of Government,
the Department of Justice has
a Justice College; Health has
Nursing Colleges; Police Colleges,
etc. Much as each of these
institutions must play their own
unique roles, there must be some
kind of synergy and articulation
in their programmes, which must
also be aligned with the National
Qualifications Framework. This will
allow portability of credits across
the system, thus, enhancing
training and skills development in
the public service.
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Pillar of the New South Africa

Before 1994, various departments performed the functions of
Home Affairs. Their primary function was to deny citizenship
to the majority of South Africans and maintain the inhuman
migrant labour system, while immigration was regarded as
being for “Whites” only.
Introduction

Single national identity

fter 1994, the National
Department of Home
Affairs (DHA), and South Africa,
went through several stages of
development before arriving at a
clear understanding of the role
and importance of the DHA. The
new mandate of the Department
in respect of the two core
services, namely, Civic Services
and Immigration Services, was
set on the firm foundation of the
Constitution of the country. In line
with the Constitution, the priorities
of the Department during the 20year period under review were
determined by the government’s
outcomes, programmes of action
as well as other environmental
factors that had a direct or indirect
bearing on either the legislation,
processes, systems or service
delivery issues.

The DHA laid the foundation
in migrating South Africa from
the Natives Act of 1952 with
the passing of legislation that
addresses all the historical
inefficiencies, imbalances
and discriminatory laws in the
determination of citizenship
and identity. The South African
Citizenship Amendment Act,
2010, which came into operation
on 01 January 2013, provides for
the acquisition of citizenship by
birth, descent or naturalisation
with a view to restoring the identity
and dignity of all South Africans,
consistent with government’s
conviction that South Africa
belongs to all who live in it.

A
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Today South Africa prides
itself with one national identity.
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As part of the continued efforts to
ensure the registration of all South
African citizens on the National
Population Register (NPR), DHA
has embarked on elaborative
processes of reengineering,
increasing the service delivery
footprint, NPR campaign,
stakeholder partnerships, online
birth registration systems and
robust media campaigns and
advertising.
Today South Africans are
responding positively to the
law and the national call for
registering children within 30 days
of birth.

Humane movement control
Objectives of strategic interventions
were accomplished in identifying
undocumented foreign nationals
and in the determination of status
of refugees, asylum seekers and
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economic migrants, including
processes and systems to deport
illegal migrants. The Enhanced
Movement Control System was
introduced for border posts and
Advance Passenger Processing
system for airlines to effectively
manage and control migration for
both legal and illegal travellers.
Through forging healthy
international relations with the
Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC), positive
agreements were signed and
dispensations concluded. Besides
South Africa being one of the
highest receiving nations of asylum
seekers, the DHA has managed to
improve efficiencies related to the
processing of asylum seekers. The
application process was reduced
from an average period of 3-4 years
to 3-4 months in 2013.

Towards paperless
processes
The Department took the first
step towards transforming into
a paperless organisation by
upgrading document management
from a manual system to an
electronic document management
system, which ensured the security
of records in the light of the
Department being the custodian of
national identity records. Manual
fingerprinting, which was ink
based, was transformed to an
electronic, online fingerprint system
whose successful implementation
saw service delivery improvements
due to reducing the time required
in sending fingerprints to a central
point for verification.

Today, fingerprints are taken
and verified digitally at high
speed. The Department has also
succeeded in capturing biometric
data through a special project called
“Back Record Conversion”.

Pushing back the frontiers
of exclusion
Through the legacy of apartheid,
the majority of Africans did not
acquire any form of legitimate
identification until the first national
democratic elections of 1994.
Transforming the DHA post 1994
meant eradicating the identification
and citizenship laws of the
apartheid regime; hence, the
DHA prioritised the recognition of
citizenship and identification on
non-racial grounds. The DHA has
since made huge achievements
in the legislative framework. The
tenure of office of Home Affairs
ministers in the democraticallyelected government saw numerous
draconian apartheid laws repealed
or amended and those that were
consistent with the Constitution of
the republic passed into law.

Inclusive marriage registration
For instance, official marriage
registration has historically been
exclusionary. Government efforts
towards a more inclusive marriage
regime met several obstacles, not
least of which was the diversity of
marriage customs in South Africa.
The Justice Department shared
legislative and administrative
jurisdiction on various aspects
relating to marriage. Changes in
this area included the promulgation
of the Civil Union Act of 2006

whose main objective was to
provide for the solemnisation of civil
unions by way of either a marriage
or a civil partnership and to provide
for the legal consequences of civil
unions. The Act further provides for
the registration of civil unions.
As another milestone, in 2014,
to push back the frontiers of
exclusion, the DHA in partnership
with Muslim organisations in
KwaZulu-Natal and the Western
Cape, designated Imams as
marriage officers, 53 and 64 in
number respectively. This was
a huge stride for South African
Muslim marriages which were not
registered during the apartheid era.

Citizen identification
The journey of identity during
the 20 years of democracy was
distinguished by prominent
changes that transformed
discriminatory apartheid laws into
value-based Acts of Parliament that
recognised and sought to promote
human dignity and equality. In
1952, the DHA (as we now refer
to the mishmash of home affairs
entities then), was governed by
the Native Act of 1952, which
better accommodated Whites
and Coloureds while Blacks and
Indians were enabled under the
Department of Bantu Affairs and
Indian Affairs. Whites, Coloureds
and Indians were issued an identity
document (ID) book, Blacks
were issued with a reference or
passbook (commonly known as a
dompas). The passbook included
a photograph, details of place of
origin, employment record, tax
payments and encounters with the
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police, whereas the ID book for
non-Africans (Whites, Coloureds
and Indians) had a 13-digit identity
number. The reference book for
Blacks categorised them according
to ethnicity or homeland, whereas
the ID book for non-Africans
categorised them according to
race.

only the relevant identification
and civic affairs information, but
also biometric features such
as fingerprints. The project has
undergone several stages of
reengineering. In the early 1990s, a
feasibility study was commissioned
which produced a business plan
that served as the foundation for
the present HANIS. The original
HANIS project was based on twodimensional barcoded cards, which
would serve the exclusive purpose
of identification, whereas the

cross-referencing of fingerprints
and identification information.
The HANIS plaque was unveiled
on 18 February 2002. With the
implementation of this project, the
era of manual fingerprinting of the
mid-1980s came to an end.

Security of DHA documents

Various milestones were reached
In 1986, the Identification Act was
in advancing the security of
passed. It amended parts of the
Home Affairs documents. The
Population Registration Act of 1952
DHA maintained the fingerprint
such that the identification numbers
identification system
no longer reflected a
to ensure that there
person’s race or tribal
was consistency in
group. Under this Act
fingerprint verification
everyone was issued
for all individual
with a uniform identity
citizens, with a view
document, the green ID
to enabling the
book as we know it today.
process of identifying
In 1995, the Identification
discrepancies during
Amendment Act created a
the re-issuing of
new, non-racial population
documents. In 2006,
register in which records
permanent unique
of all citizens were
identity numbers
captured without any
designed by the Centre
discrimination according
for Scientific and
to race, ethnicity or
Industrial Research
domicile. Through this
(CSIR) were introduced.
Act, the full emancipation
This intervention was in
of Black people from
response to efforts by
the discriminatory
the DHA to eliminate
identification laws of the
the phenomenon of
past was realised. The
allocating duplicate
green ID book, issued
identities. Legislation
In 2013, a historical achievement
since September 2002,
was
passed during
was upgraded with a
was reached with the issuance of
2005/2006
to this
government coat of arms.
the smart ID card, which has added effect. Also in 2006,
The DHA has made great
biometric features and is processed security of IDs was
upgraded through the
strides in the establishment
only
through
digital
processes
introduction of a barcode
and management of the
system to track and
Home Affairs National
trace ID applications. ID security
Identification System (HANIS).
reengineered HANIS consisted of
was further upgraded in 2006
This electronic identification
two pillars, the identification cards
through improved photograph
system (HANIS) comprises all
and the automated fingerprints
specifications and photo
citizens and residents, listing not
identification system, that allow for
46
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digitisation to curb identity theft,
which was often compromised by
the manual pasting of photographs,
making it easy for ID fraudsters to
remove the photo and replace it
with a fraudulent one.
In 2007, an e-passport system
was introduced and issued to
official and diplomatic passport
applicants.
In 2008, a new passport issuing
system was implemented with
state-of-the-art features and a
new, unique South African look
and feel. New passport security,
with upgraded security features
such as the use of watermarks,
as well as full digitisation was also
implemented. The international
community, whose security
concerns were allayed, welcomed
these security upgrades. Some
countries went a step further and
relaxed visa requirements for South
African passport holders. Also in
2008, online fingerprint verification
replaced the manual ink-based
fingerprinting. In 2013, a historical
achievement was reached with
the issuance of the smart ID card,
which has added biometric features
and is processed only through
digital processes with no manual
or paper-based methods being
used at any stage, thus, making ID
production completely digital, with
modern technology and maximum
security.

From manual ink
fingerprinting to online
fingerprint verification
The Department revolutionised the
fingerprinting environment with
the rollout of the online fingerprint
verification system in 2008. Prior

to this, applicant’s fingerprints
were taken manually using ink,
and then captured into the system
– an approach that extended the
waiting time in the production
of documents. With the online
fingerprint verification system,
the fingerprints for all re-issues of
enabling documents are scanned
online and automatically sent to
the HANIS equipment system
for verification; the result is sent
back to the enquiring office within
three to five seconds. The benefits
of the system have since been
enjoyed by Home Affairs clients,
as it significantly reduced the
turnaround time of applications as
well as the long queues. Licensing
sections of state agencies such as
the South African Social Security
Agency, South African Police
Services (SAPS), Metro Police and
local municipalities also benefited
from this innovation. In terms of
document production, the online
fingerprint verification system
was successfully implemented
in respect of Temporary Identity
Certificates (TICs), temporary
passports, tourists and other official
passports, voters verification
and visa applications. Through
this project, the duplication of ID
numbers could be prevented and
detected, and fraud and corruption
eliminated. The end result is that
the online fingerprint verification
system led to improvements in
turnaround times in the issuance of
TICs and passports from five to ten
working days to only three to five
seconds.

In conclusion
Great strides were made in the
area of Home Affairs to advance
the strategic objective of creating
a united, democratic, non-racial,
non-sexist and prosperous African
state. In the first 20 years of
freedom, justice and peace, South
Africa witnessed four successful
democratic elections in which, no
doubt, the Department and Ministry
of Home Affairs played a pivotal
role.
Improvements to service delivery
and expansion of the footprint of the
DHA made large differences in the
lives of South Africans, especially
to citizens living in remote and
marginalised communities. Access
to civil registration and identity
services enabled them to access
grants, register at schools and
colleges, open bank accounts and
register businesses.
Going forward, the DHA is
committed to achieving its vision of
being a professional department,
offering world-class services in a
highly secure environment. This
will require building a platform of
integrated identity and immigration
systems and creating a paperless
environment. It will require an even
larger investment in developing
a cadre of professional, humane
and patriotic officials who will be
known for serving and protecting
all persons living in South Africa. A
modern, professional DHA will be
at the heart of a capable state that
can lead development. Secure,
integrated and efficient identity and
immigration systems will reduce
corruption and the cost of doing
business, improve services and
attract investors.
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TURNAROUND STRATEGIES

BUILDING A NEW HOME AFFAIRS
The first Home Affairs turnaround strategy was developed and approved by senior management in September 2003. It
comprised of two prominent pillars – the Department of Home Affairs (DHA’s) organisational structure and the service
delivery improvement agenda. A scientific organisational appraisal then commissioned revealed a magnitude of
departmental human resource inadequacies, inter alia, the personnel establishment determined in 1995 provided for
a staff contingent of only 7 339 whereas personnel strength of 13 160 was required. Also, the spread of Home Affairs
service outlets still reflected past discriminatory practices. It was also noted that the 264 regional and district offices and
service points were limited, compared to the 441 outlets that were required.
A paradigm shift in service delivery was introduced through interventions made during the implementation of the 2007–
2009 turnaround strategy that turned the tide on turnaround times in the production cycle of documents. This necessitated
a robust business process reengineering whose outcomes were implemented during phase two of the 2007 turnaround.
Concrete improvements were evident in the turnaround times of many documents.

BUSINESS REENGINEERING PROCESSES

The DHA has achieved exceptional service delivery
improvements due to the efficient implementation of the
turnaround project. A few examples follow:
§§ The large account project for corporate
clients was introduced as one of the quick-wins of
the turnaround project of 2008/2009 to increase the
volumes of work permits and company transfers while
enhancing fast turnaround times. The project achieved
greater impact in fast-tracking the processing of scarce
skills permits in order to address the quota determined
by government.
§§ The client service centre was instrumental in
enhancing access to services by the marginalised via a
toll-free number that could be accessed from anywhere
in the country.
§§ The track and trace system was hailed as
the best e-government project and has to date yielded
much success in reducing queues at service points by
enabling ID and passport applicants to follow-up on
progress of their applications via SMS and the website.
§§ The electronic queue management system
was an intervention in response to poor services at the
offices that had limited or no signage, thus, increasing
the time spent by customers in those offices. The
project was successfully piloted at the Khayelitsha
Regional Office and has since reduced the waiting
period in queues from 45 minutes to 20 minutes on
average.

CRITICAL
CAMPAIGNS

§§ The late registration of birth policy was
a response to the apartheid legacy of discrimination
against African people in acquiring full citizenship and
registration to the National Population Registration
(NPR). It was established as a stepping-stone for
citizens older than 15 years to register a birth,
consistent with the requirement for one to apply for an
ID and be registered on the NPR.
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§§ The online birth registration system
empowered new mothers to comply with the new law
governing the registration of children within 30 days of
birth. The system is accessible and free of charge from
live capture-enabled hospital facilities.
§§ The unabridged birth REGISTRATION was an
achievement addressing security risks such as child
trafficking and challenges relating to amendments of
surnames for parents out of wedlock were absorbed
into HANIS.
§§ Live capture. Another milestone in e-government
was the introduction of live capture through which the
applicants’ fingerprints and photographs were taken
electronically.
§§ The online fingerprint verification marked
a historical transformation from the time consuming
manual fingerprinting and verification system which was
easily corruptible.
§§ Upgrading the IT systems Integration
of the NPR and AFIS. The HANIS was upgraded
to encompass three components, namely, the
identity card component, the Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (AFIS) and system integration.
The primary objective was to populate its database with
fingerprints and photographs of South African citizens
and foreigners who were granted permanent residence.
AFIS was successfully integrated with the NPR.
§§ Back Record Conversion (BRC). In line with the
e-government imperative, the DHA successful migrated
from processing application forms manually to the
electronic system. The BRC, by April 2005 had digitised
approximately 30 million fingerprint records archived
by the DHA. By the end of March 2006, 101 191 million
(70%) records were completed and 13 001 095 million
records.

§§ Birth Registration campaign

§§ Registration of Customary Marriages campaign

§§ Late Registration of Birth campaign

§§ National Population Registration (NPR) campaign, 2010

§§ The Client is Always Right campaign (2004)

§§ Counter corruption and security

§§ Lokisa Ditokomane (2004)

§§ Capacitation and transformation of the personnel force

§§ Know Your Status campaign (2007)

§§ Reinforcing the senior management structure
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and means of making the ideal
clinic concept a reality.
A team of 164 senior managers
from the national, provincial and
local government spheres, as well
as experts from the private sector
participated in the Operation
Phakisa Laboratory.
The work of Operation Phakisa:
Ideal Clinic Initiative was organised
into eight work streams focusing
on the different building blocks
of an ideal clinic that is capable
of delivering good quality health
services.

BUILDING THE IDEAL CLINIC
Operation Phakisa on Scaling Up the Ideal
Clinic Initiative is aimed at promoting efficiency,
effectiveness and professionalism in clinics,
reports Gabi Khumalo.

O

vercrowding and long queues
are a common occurrence
at public clinics, and in some
instances patients are forced to go
home without receiving the help
they need. For most patients, it
usually takes five hours to a whole
day to get services.
But this could soon be a thing
of the past. In November 2014,
President Jacob Zuma launched
the second component of the
government-led Operation Phakisa,
which seeks to transform all public
sector clinics into ideal clinics,
providing good quality care to
all communities. The first phase
of Operation Phakisa, which was
launched in July 2014, focused on
unlocking the economic potential of
South Africa’s oceans.

In the latest leg of the initiative,
government said that the public
health sector will improve the
quality of care provided in the
3 500 primary health care facilities
across the country.
The work involves transforming the
existing clinics and health care
centres into ideal clinics which will
be used by all South Africans out of
choice, due to the enhanced quality
of services they will provide.

Making Ideal Clinics a
reality
The Department of Planning,
Monitoring and Evaluation and
the National Department of Health
convened a six-week Operation
Phakisa Laboratory to devise ways

Attention is paid to service delivery,
waiting times, human resources,
infrastructure, and financial
management as well as supply
chain management.
The Infrastructure Team developed
measures to ensure that by 2017,
most of the public sector primary
care facilities will have world-class
infrastructure and are consistently
maintained.
The human resources for the
Health Work stream has looked at
developing measures to ensure
that the necessary staff with the
right skills are in place to properly
deliver the service package in
every primary care facility.
At the launch, President Zuma said
that South Africans should be in
a position to define an ideal clinic
as a health facility that opens on
time and in accordance with its
set operating hours. Clinics should
also not close until the last patient
has been assisted, even if this is
beyond the normal closing hours.
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clinic, rather than a government
clinic or a state health facility.”
President Zuma has taken a
personal interest in monitoring
progress with the implementation of
Operation Phakisa on ideal clinics.
He will receive regular progress
reports from the Health Minister,
Aaron Motsoaledi and other
Ministers involved in the initiative,
with a view to dealing with any
challenges that may arise during
the implementation.

Obstacles in the health
sector

“An ideal clinic is staffed by health
care providers who treat people
with dignity and observe the
Batho Pele principles of access,
consultation, courtesy, information,

Meanwhile, Health Minister,
Aaron Motsoaledi acknowledged
that there are two obstacles in
the health sector, highlighting
exorbitant prices charged in the
private health care sector as being
the main problem.

clinics ideal clinics. About 184
elements and 10 components were
identified for an ideal clinic concept
that will satisfy everybody.
“We have put things like
administration, finances, security,
pharmaceuticals, community
structures...all those are
components.
“When the President said the next
Phakisa after the environment
would go to health, we then said
the Ideal Clinic is the best. We’ve
got 10 such clinics in the country
and we’ve been working on them
for the past 18 months,” Minister
Motsoaledi said.
Deputy Minister in the Presidency
for Planning, Monitoring and
Evaluation, Buti Manamela, said
that through Operation Phakisa,
government is developing detailed

“It [ideal clinic] is staffed by health care providers who treat people
with dignity and observe the Batho Pele principles of access,
consultation, courtesy, information, service standards, openness and
transparency, redress and value for money.
service standards, openness and
transparency, redress and value for
money.
“The ideal clinic will provide
community-based health
promotion and disease prevention
programmes in collaboration with
the community. It is very clean,
promotes hygiene and takes all
precautionary measures to prevent
the spread of diseases.”
The President added that an ideal
clinic is one that all South Africans
can be proud of and call it “our own
50

“Even people who are calling
themselves middle class are no
longer able to afford private health
care in the country, even those with
medical aids will notice that over
the last 10 years, their premiums
have increased but their benefits
are dropping,” Minister Motsoaledi
said.
The second obstacle is the quality
of health care within the public
health system.
The Department has listed what
needs to be done to make all 3 500
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delivery plans for achieving national
priorities in various sectors, starting
with the ocean economy and now
the transformation of clinics into
ideal facilities.
“We are putting in place the
required monitoring and problem
resolution mechanisms to ensure
that the implementation of the
required changes do take place.
The Operation Phakisa plan
process is very thorough, open and
participative,” he said.
SAnews.gov.za
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MOMCONNECT TO LINK MOTHERS TO VITAL HEALTHCARE
The Department of Health has
introduced a new cellphone based
application, MomConnect, which
is expected to register all pregnant
women in the country for a “sms”
service which provides information
and advice on pregnancy, as well as a
channel to notify the Department about
poor service.

“In a particular period, we will be able
to know without leaving our offices in
Pretoria, where most of the messages
of complains are coming from and the
particular clinic. …We will know that
something is wrong because many of
the complaints received from pregnant
women will be from the same clinic,”
said Minister Motsoaledi.

The MomConnect messages will
advise mothers on what to do at any
stage of their pregnancy and also
encourage women to start antenatal

In preparation for the launch of
MomConnect, the Department, with
the help of Development partners,
trained 10 300 health workers

“In a particular period, we will be able to know
without leaving our offices in Pretoria, where
most of the messages of complains are coming
from and the particular clinic.
care at an early stage. However, the
service will be accessible for a period
of one year only. The messages will
include advice on the baby, such as
what must be done and how, and
when the baby must be vaccinated.
Moreover, mothers will also be able to
send messages to the Department of
Health and complain or compliment
the services received at healthcare
facilities.

nationally to assist pregnant
women to register. The short
to medium term goal is to
have at least one person
who is trained and whose job
will be to assist and register
pregnant women at every
health facility in the country.

two years. The country will only start
funding the project from its fiscus after
the next two years. Four cellphone
operators including Vodacom, MTN,
Cell C and Telkom are offering a 50%
discount on the SMS sent to pregnant
mothers.
Sister Innocentia Hlongwane, who
works at the mother and child ward
at K.T. Motubatse Clinic, north of
Pretoria , said MomConnect will help
expecting mothers to book their
appointments early and provide them
with information ahead of time.
“We can get early bookings for
antenatal care. It will also reduce the
risk of the maternal rate and help us
as health workers because they will
already know the warning signs, if
there is an emergency,” she said.

Partners include the US
Government and Johnson
& Johnson who have each
contributed R49 million and
R5 million respectively to
fund the project for the next
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Rand Power

The public sector spends billions of rands in
goods and services, but is there equally massive
value-derived from money spent, reports Dudley Moloi.

R

eleased a mere weeks ahead
of both the 2015 State of the
Nation Address and National
Budget Speech, the Supply Chain
Management Review (SCMR) report
of the National Treasury could
not have been better timed. The
Review is a cautionary measure
ahead of expected public sector
expenditure during the course of
the 2015/2016 financial year.
According to the SCMR report,
government entities spent a
whopping R500 billion on goods,
services and public works projects
in the 2013/2014 financial year.
Much of the monies spent could
be accounted for in the delivery of
an array of services delivered by
departments and other entities.
Nonetheless, the rand power which
government wields could still be
strategically leveraged through
more prudent and conscientious
supply chain management
practises across the entire public
sector.
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New Chief Procurement
Office
A similar review was conducted
just over a decade ago, in 2004.
At the time, government had
overhauled its supply chain
management framework to
decentralise procurement decisions
to departments (national and
provincial), municipalities and
public entities. The 2015, SCM
review follows the unprecedented
establishment of the Office of
Chief Procurement by the National
Treasury and the appointment
of the Chief Procurement Officer
(CPO), in 2013.
According to the report, the
massive financial resources in the
hands of the state and government
is neither wisely nor efficiently spent
in the interest of service delivery.
Neither is government’s rand power
adequately leveraged in ensuring
that wealth goes to hard-working
entrepreneurs who supply goods
and services to government and, in
doing so, create jobs.
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Systemic failures
The Review identifies a number of
factors that prevent public sector
SCMs from performing as well as it
should, which include the following:
§§ Those working in the system
do not understand the strategic
importance of SCM, specifically
the economic and social power
of the decisions they make
§§ Those working in the system are
either inexperienced or underskilled
§§ There is high staff turnover and
a lack of motivation
§§ There may also be a lack
of suitable equipment or
information
§§ The roles and responsibilities of
technical staff and political office
bearers are not clearly defined,
but even when they are, the
separation of responsibilities is
not observed
§§ There are few if any
consequences for those
who, despite support and
encouragement, fail to perform
at the required level

case study: government’s rand power
§§ Policies and regulations
are often confusing and
cumbersome
§§ The challenge of finding the
best balance between: a) the
use of public procurement
as a means of development
and transformation and b) the
buying of goods and services
at the best price, with the right
qualities, at the right time, and in
the right place

Recommended reforms
The Review outlines a number
of reforms, which when
implemented properly, will result
in a public sector SCM system
that complies rigorously with all
relevant laws and regulations; is
accountable; provides value for
money; and ensures good-quality
service delivery. As part of the
examination of the fragmented
legal environment, a review of the
Preferential Procurement Policy
Framework Act (PPPFA) and its
Regulations is underway.
According to the SCM report, the
wide ranging reforms will result
in a consolidation of all legal
instruments applicable to SCM
under one piece of legislation,
which will be overseen by the
Office of Chief Procurement
Officer to ensure that government
procurement results in tangible
socio-economic transformation.
In addition, the proposed
changes are expected to result
in the standardisation of public
sector SCM documentation, while
providing for the kind of flexibility
that will allow differentiation,

depending on product categories. It is also envisaged that the proposed
SCM reforms will result in greater use of strategic sourcing by expanding
the list of nationally negotiated SCM contracts.
Already, the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer ( OCPO) manages
what it refers to as “transversal contracting” list, which at the time of writing
was made up of 37 contracts covering more than 8 000 line items, with
an estimated annual value of over R16 billion. National Treasury plans to
expand this list of nationally negotiated contracts over the next three years
to cover the following range of goods and services:

Banking services

660

Currently, four major banks provide banking services to over
660 government entities. The system is fragmented, with high
transaction costs. A feasibility study is underway to assess the costs and
benefits of negotiating banking services centrally.

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure,
goods and services

10 billion State Information Agency (SITA) is implementing a

procurement improvement plan to reduce leakage and increase value for
government. The OCPO is improving specifications for government’s ICT
requirements. Expenditure on ICT is R10 billion a year.

Professional services and other consultancy services

services A process is underway to procure audit and financial

management consulting services centrally. The next phase will involve
procuring construction consulting services centrally. Expenditure on
consultants is R12 billion annually.
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established State Property
Management Agency will work out
a strategy to manage government’s
entire property portfolio.

Telecommunications
Government spends R2.4 billion
on fixed line telephony and
R800 million on mobile phones.
Discussions with the mobile
industry is underway on how to
best manage government’s mobile
communications. Research on fixed
line telephony is underway.

Security services, physical
security and access control

3.5 billion

Government
spends R3.5 billion annually on
highly fragmented security related
services.

Air travel and hotel
accommodation

5 billion

Research into
travel and accommodation services
has been concluded. Information
about how these services are to be
managed will be released soon.
Currently, government spends R5
billion annually on these services.

School textbooks and stationery

books

Research work
involving a strategic sourcing
methodology is underway for
implementation on 1 January 2016.

Leasing and accommodation

property

The Department of
Public Works currently manages
the property portfolio on behalf of
national government. The newly
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Intelligent procurement
Government supply chain is
notorious for its bureaucracy, which
raises concerns that the proposed
procurement regime is likely to add
even more layers of administration,
with disastrous consequences

system within the OCPC,
requires that government adopt a
differentiated approach that looks
at the strategic importance of the
purchase as well as the supply
market complexity.
While strategic sourcing, which
is closely linked to transversal
contracting provides a countrywide framework for maximising
savings and value through the
use of government’s bargaining
power, it does not prevent the
organs of state or institutions from
implementing a procurement
policy providing for (a)
categories of preference in the
allocation of contracts; and (b)
the protection or advancement
of persons, or categories of
persons, disadvantaged by unfair
discrimination.

When an organ of state in the national,
provincial or local sphere of government,
or any other institution identified in national
legislation, contracts for goods or services, it
must do so in accordance with a system which
is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and
cost-effective
for service delivery. In the review
report, National Treasury argues
that the proposed reforms will
greatly aid but not hinder the work
of government entities.
Instead, the proposed “intelligent
ways” of realising value for money
are designed to yield maximum
beneficial change. Moreover, the
report explains that “strategic
sourcing” though a centralised
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“When an organ of state in the
national, provincial or local sphere
of government, or any other
institution identified in national
legislation, contracts for goods
or services, it must do so in
accordance with a system which
is fair, equitable, transparent,
competitive and cost-effective,” the
report concludes.

macro-organisation of the state: optimisation of government

OPTIMISATION OF GOVERNMENT
This case study details the work of the National Macro-Organisation of
the State (NMOS) project in overseeing the smooth configuration and
establishment of new departments, after the 2014 national elections.
Introduction

T

he National Macro-Organisation
of the State (NMOS) Committee
is traditionally convened after
each national election and
the inauguration of a new
administration, which usually comes
up with new mandates that may
necessitate the reorganisation of
government. The primary purpose
of NMOS is to oversee the smooth
configuration and establishment of
new departments.
A proclamation by President Jacob
Zuma soon after the 2014 elections,
called for a newly reconfigured
cabinet and administration. At the
time, President Zuma explained
that the new wave of reorganisation
sought to align the machinery of
government to the objectives of the

National Development Plan (NDP).
In turn, the NDP is informed by the
desire to improve the efficiency and
the effectiveness in the interest of
service delivery.

Macro organisational
changes
The key objective of the NMOS
project was to implement the
macro organisational changes in
order to give administrative effect
to the new Cabinet portfolios and
their administrative wings. The
project was officially launched on
4 June 2014 at the NMOS Project
Team workshop, which involved
the participation of all spheres
of government and affected
departments.

The effect of the new Cabinet
portfolios on departments resulted
in either the establishment of
new departments, renaming or
transferring functions between
departments. The transfer of
functions had to be done with
concomitant resources and reorganising affected departments
which were aligned to the new
ministerial portfolios. In total, the
post 2014 elections proclamation
on new cabinet and government
portfolios affected 14 departments
and various other institutions.

Governance structure
A National Steering Committee was
established and chaired by the
Director-General in The Presidency.
The committee comprised of the
Department of Public Service and
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Administration (DPSA), the National
Treasury (NT), the Department
of Public Works (DPW) and all
affected departments. The Deputy
Director-General: Governance, in
the DPSA, was appointed to lead
the NMOS Project Team, while
the NMOS Project Team, with its
related specialist work streams was
established on 2 June 2014.
The project team was tasked to
support departments. Affected
departments were clustered around
a cluster leader from the DPSA as
a point of liaison for support and
to assist departments. Thereafter,
departmental project teams were
established to oversee the process
of transferring certain functions in
affected departments. The following
works-stream were established:
§§ Organisational Scoping and
Staff Audit and Organisational
Design
§§ In-scope Infrastructure and
Assets
§§ In-scope Finance and Budgets

Achievements of the NMOS 2014
Any initiative that is of the magnitude of the NMOS is not without
implementation challenges. However, many of the anticipated or
arising challenges were mitigated and overcome through appropriate
interventions, as per the incorporated table and the lessons learnt in the
latter part of this case study.
Nonetheless, the existence of newly established and reconfigured
government entities is a resounding testimony to the execution of the
objectives of the 2014 NMOS. The underlying success factors are
highlighted below:
§§ Ministry for Public Service and Administration (MPSA) determinations
in terms of structures and the transfer of functions and personnel were
signed within the set timeframes
§§ Government relied on its own professionals rather than consultants,
resulting in millions of rands in savings
§§ Structures were developed within the baseline budgets and adherence
to the cost containment measures of the respective departments
§§ There was team effort with the centre of government departments to
achieve the project within the specified timelines

Many of the anticipated or arising
challenges were mitigated and overcome
through appropriate interventions

§§ In-scope ICT Systems
§§ Consultation with Organised
Communications
§§ Labour and Change
Management
§§ Legal
The Directors-General (DGs)
of affected departments were
ultimately responsible for
reporting. They in turn appointed
a senior official in their respective
departments as Project Leaders to
lead the project. The NMOS Project
Plan with milestones was approved
by the Steering Committee.
56
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The key lessons learnt
Need for documentation
The macro-organisation of the state project
proved to be more difficult and laden with
challenges that were not originally anticipated.
This process needs to be documented for
future incumbents to learn from the process
and manage the transition.
Alignment with the provinces
A generic functional composition of provincial
departments and the alignment of homogeneous
functions that are aligned to the national
configuration of departments should be developed as the basis for
Provincial Macro-Organisation of the State (PMOS), but taking into
consideration the provincial context and dynamics.
Minding the limitations
Designing of organisations is limited to the
realignment of organisational structures of
departments and excludes restructuring. It
therefore needs to be borne in mind that the
introduction of new policies, strategies and
concomitant resources fall outside the scope of the NMOS.

Inducting incoming executives
Government needs to produce
a manual and orientation to new
Executives and Directors-General
on the management of the political
transition.
Money matters
National Treasury
participation
is essential
in assisting departments with
the requisite funding to be able
to meet the mandates set out for
departments. The active participation
of NT will also ensure close alignment
of organisational design and
concomitant funding.

Conclusion
The deadline for the finalisation
of the NMOS project was set for
end October 2014 and all affected
departments were requested to
compile their NMOS Close-out
Report outlining the progress made
on the project, and key lessons
learnt to take forward into similar
projects in the future.
All the departments implemented
the MPSA determinations relating
to structures and functions, among
others. However, outstanding
matters will be dealt with as

residual matters post the NMOS
process. The residual matters
include:
§§ Finalising outstanding cases
regarding the transfer of
functions and organisational
structures of affected
departments and further
assistance with the matching
and placing of affected staff
identified for transfer, job
evaluation and recruitment of
staff
§§ Finalising accommodation

requirements for departments,
political principals and
Directors-General, including the
Cape Town offices
§§ Signing Memoranda of
Understanding (MOUs) and
legal instruments to manage the
transition, and revising contracts
with service providers
§§ Finalising organisational
structures and budgets for
departments and following
through on cost containment
measures.

*Compiled by the DPSA’s Siyabonga Msimang, Etienne Geldenbloem and Kenny Govender
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SOME NMOS CHALLENGES AND
LESSONS LEARNT
CHALLENGE

LESSON LEARNT

§§ Lack of competency in some
departments in the execution
of the NMOS projects.

§§ DPSA and NT provided hands- §§ Capacity building workshops on NMOS
processes and requirements.
on support and draft guideline
documents for departments
to use.

§§ There are functional overlaps
and diverse grouping of
functions and the naming of
departments at provincial
level.

§§ DPSA provided advice and
support to provinces on the
configuration of departments.

§§ Consistent alignment to national
configuration of national departments as
the basis for provincial PMOS, but taking
into consideration the provincial context
and dynamics e.g. combining certain
function with Provincial Treasury should
be discouraged.

§§ Out of scope restructuring in
some departments during the
NMOS process.

§§ To remedy the delays, the
MPSA provided start-up
structures to the newly created
departments. The start-up
structures were based on the
function that was transferred
and the available budget.

§§ New DGs and Executive Authorities to be
oriented on the NMOS process to avoid
out of scope restructuring in departments
that result in delays and implementation.

§§ Communication: affected
officials were not adequately
informed of the changes.

§§ Departments were provided
with a draft letter with
standardised positive
messages for affected
employees.

§§ Regular communication with staff on
processes and progress with the project.

§§ Uncertainty in respect of
processes to be followed
and differing interpretation of
political pronouncements led
to delays in project execution
by key staff members in
departments.
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SOLUTION

§§ Regular communication by
NMOS Project Team and
resolving uncertainties by the
Steering Committee.

§§ Perceived resistance to
change by affected staff.

§§ Conducted change
management workshops for
affected employees.

§§ Lack of cooperation between
some relinquishing and
recipient departments.

§§ DPSA and NT facilitated
engagements between
departments.

§§ Some difficulty in obtaining
documentation from some
relinquishing departments.

§§ NMOS Project Team Leader
interacted with relevant DGs.

§§ Bloated Corporate Services
(Programme 1) structures in
some departments.

§§ A ratio was developed for the
transfer of staff from Corporate
Service. Excess staff was
dealt with through negotiation,
matching and placing.
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§§ Communication and managing change
should be closely managed by the Head
of Department and be given priority.

§§ Regular interaction by NMOS work stream
specialists in departmental work stream
meetings as a point of liaison between
departments.

§§ MPSA to determine post-provisioning
norms for corporate services.
§§ Smaller departments have greater
emphasis on Programme 1 than the
core functions, resulting in recipient
departments in many instances not being
able to absorb transferred staff due to an
already fully fledged Corporate Services.

international case study: executive branch leadership

Executive Branch Leadership
Crucial for Policy Implementation
In this international case study,
Dwight Ink, Anne Joseph
O’Connell, David Lewis and
James P. Pfiffner examine
the management of political
appointments in the public
administration of the United
Sates of America (USA).
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Introduction

A

president is elected every
four years, but he or she
does not run the government
alone. Thousands of political
appointments must be made
to establish the White House’s
leadership of the executive branch.
These appointments depend on an
elaborate process of recruitment,
confirmation, the mastering of their
offices, and the collaboration with
career executives to implement the
president’s priorities and execute
the law. But the political appointee
system that developed over the
course of the 20th century is broken
in several important ways.
In recent administrations, the
political appointment process has
slowed significantly. From 1964
to 1984, presidents had about
48% of their top appointees in

Vacancies at the beginning of
second terms, when turnover of
personnel is common, present
similar challenges.
Causes for delays in confirmation
include inadequate pre-election
planning, insufficient human
resources devoted to personnel,
slow recruitment and vetting,
multiple information forms to be
filled out by candidates, and the
flood of applications for jobs after
each election. Once filled, these
positions often become vacant
before the end of a president’s
term, leading to agency inaction,
uncertainty for civil servants in
implementing programmes, and
lack of accountability. In addition,
the expanding role of political
appointees, combined with
their increasing numbers, has
exacerbated the consequences of
delayed confirmation and has led

Recruitment of Political
Appointees
For the president to be able to fully
implement new policy priorities
and lead the nation, it is crucial to
have the top levels of executive
branch leadership in place. Each
presidential administration is
faced with appointing about 3 000
people to help run the executive
branch. In addition, there are
another 3 000 part-time presidential
appointments, as well as about 700
White House staff appointments.
Of the 3 000 executives and
commissioners, about 800
require Senate confirmation (not
counting 200-300 U.S. attorneys,
marshals and ambassadors).
In addition, there are about 800
non-career Senior Executive
Service appointments, and 1 500
Schedule C (GS-15 and below)
appointments.

This case study will make recommendations for improving the
recruitment of political appointees for the executive branch,
reducing the total number of appointees, increasing the efficiency
of Senate confirmation of appointees, and using the career services
more effectively.
place within two months. But from
1984 to 1999, only 15% had been
appointed. In the Clinton, Bush,
and Obama administrations, about
50% of the top 75 national security
appointments were vacant on May
1 of their inaugural year, and 85%
of the top sub-cabinet positions
in legislative, legal, management,
and budget offices remained
empty. The average time to get
a new appointee confirmed was
about three months in the 1960s
and now approaches 10 months.
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to the underutilisation of the career
services, with serious programme
delivery consequences.
This case study will make
recommendations for improving the
recruitment of political appointees
for the executive branch, reducing
the total number of appointees,
increasing the efficiency of Senate
confirmation of appointees, and
using the career services more
effectively.
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To facilitate the timely placement
of presidential appointees, we
recommend that presidents
establish priorities on positions to
be filled quickly, especially those
related to national security. More
resources should be allocated to
the Office of Presidential Personnel
(OPP); the OPP should work
closely with the Senate and vetting
agencies to share information about
nominees to expedite clearance
processes. A reduction in the total
number of political appointees

international case study: executive branch leadership
appointees show systematically
higher rates of turnover on average
than management positions filled
by careerists. While the average
chief executive office in the private
sector stays five to seven years, the
average tenure of an appointee is
usually about 2.5 years.

would facilitate the political
appointments process and improve
the leadership of the executive
branch.
Of course, the routine functions of
government continue to be carried
out by the civil and military officials
responsible for implementing
policies that are in place. But they
cannot represent the president’s
administration, provide policy
leadership or make decisions
about significant policy changes.
In addition, the increasing layers
of political appointees mean that
there are fewer career executives
who have the requisite experience
to serve effectively at the highest
levels of departments and
agencies. Given the lack of agency
leadership in the early months
of each new administration, it is
imperative that the appointments
process be reformed so that the
president’s team can take control
of the government and implement
the new administration’s policy
priorities. We recommend the
following measures:
§§ Personnel planning should
begin several months before an

election so that an organised
personnel process is ready to
go immediately after the election
of a new president.
§§ The OPP should be increased
in size so that the resources
are available to move quickly
at the beginning of a new
administration.
§§ A new president-elect should
name the top personnel recruiter
during the transition to be the
director of OPP, and he or she
should remain in that position
during the first year of a new
administration.
§§ A president beginning a second
term should ensure adequate
resources for OPP.

Frequent Turnover and the
Senate’s Role
In addition to delays at the
beginning of new administrations,
vacant positions continue to
hinder effective policy leadership
throughout presidential
administrations. Turnover and
vacancies create hidden costs;
management positions filled by

Regular turnover in management
positions has corrosive effects on
management performance. Two
years is long enough to start new
initiatives and begin to see them
implemented but not long enough
to see them fully carried out. This
can be problematic for agency
management as this myopic
focus systematically reduces the
incentive of agency managers to
engage in long term planning.
Presidents of both parties regularly
complain about the length of
the confirmation process for
their nominees. Although the
nomination lag is longer than the
confirmation lag, the latter is still
substantial and it is increasing. In
addition, expected hurdles in the
confirmation process may slow
presidents in making nominations.
Several issues contribute to
the confirmation lag: holds by
individual senators, lack of
deadlines and increased political
challenges to the White House’s
picks. Inconsistent and duplicative
disclosure mandates to appointees
also contribute to delays in
appointment and confirmation.
The following measures would
contribute to a more expedited
appointments process:
§§ Presidents should require
appointees to commit
themselves to serve until the
end of the president’s first term.
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§§ The Senate should establish
fast-track procedures and
place time constraints on
senatorial “holds” and on
committee consideration before
confirmation votes.
§§ The OPP should convey
appropriate background
information to the relevant
senate committees along with
the president’s nomination of
appointees.
§§ The executive branch and
Congress should agree on a
single background information
form that can be used by both
branches in vetting nominees.
§§ The FBI and other backgroundinvestigating agencies should
increase investigative capacity
during transitions, and agencies
should accept the clearances
of other agencies with the same
standards.

Judiciously Reduce the
Number of Appointees
Since the middle of the 20th
century, the number of appointed
positions has almost doubled,
both in total numbers and as a
percentage of federal civilian
employees. Some of the increase is
the natural result of an increase in
the number of federal programmes
and agencies. When Congress
creates new programmes or
agencies, it creates new Senate-

confirmed positions to manage
these endeavors. Appointees
play a vital role because they
provide electoral accountability,
and presidents understandably
want to fill political positions in the
executive branch with those who
have worked for them and who
share their political and policy
priorities. But with between 3 000
and 4 000 appointments to make,
the quality of appointees, especially
at lower levels, suffers. Political
appointees at top policy-making
positions are central to presidential
leadership, but the key programme
and agency management positions
require experienced managers who
know those programmes well.
Career executives inside agencies
are more likely to have programme
and policy expertise derived from
agency work experience and
long tenures managing federal
programmes. They have a better
understanding of the rhythms
of public sector work, informal
networks and the arcane realities of
public agency management. Their
long familiarity with the agency and
its budgets and processes help
them manage programmes better
and communicate more effectively
with outside stakeholders and
inside partners.
When political appointees assume
key programme management
positions at the operational level,

those agencies are increasingly
characterised by lower levels of
expertise and public management
experience. This can be seen
in cases such as the Federal
Emergency Management Agency’s
response to Hurricane Katrina or
the Iraq Reconstruction.
We recommend a reduction of the
total number of political appointees
to allow presidents to focus on
those most important to policy
leadership. In addition, freeing
up positions at the management
level will improve opportunities
for the best career executives
and encourage them to continue
in the public service. Some
recommendations:
§§ Presidents should reduce the
number of Senate-confirmed
positions in management
positions, which are ideally
suited for careerists oriented to
care about long-term planning
and the agency’s health.
§§ Evidence suggests the
deleterious effects of
appointee management at the
programme level; appointeerun programmes do worse
than their career-led agencies
in comparable programmes.
Efforts to cut appointees of
all types should focus on the
programme or bureau level.

Appointees play a vital role because they provide
electoral accountability, and presidents understandably
want to fill political positions in the executive branch with
those who have worked for them and who share their
political and policy priorities
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§§ Reduce Schedule C positions.
Those appointed to these
positions have little formal
authority, but can accrue
substantial informal authority
and diffuse the authority of
PAS executives (presidential
appointees who must be
approved by Senate vote).

Use Career Executives
More Effectively
The expanding role of political
appointees, combined with their
increasing numbers, has led to
an underutilisation of the career
services. No matter how sound
the policies or how skillful the
president, success will depend
heavily on how well career
executives implement his or her
initiatives. An effective partnership
between political and career
leaders from the beginning of each
new administration will do much to
determine the success or failure of
the president’s agenda.
The experience of career
leaders enables them to assess
organisational and personnel
capabilities better than political
appointees, understand the level
of acceptable risks more clearly,
innovate quickly and act more
rapidly. And when career personnel
are prohibited from recommending
the award of grants and contracts,
merit is usually replaced with
favouritism and corruption,
increasing costs and often

undermining public confidence in
their government.
As the number of political
appointees has grown, the roles
of lower-level appointees and
career leaders have become
blurred, which has weakened
accountability. In addition, the
clarity of a presidential message
becomes diffused as it filters
down to career leaders through
increasing layers of political
appointees, some of whom feel
stronger loyalty to their political
sponsor than to the president.
Finally, the layering of political
appointees also weakens the
priority attention agencies give
to public service values such
as equity, transparency and
accountability. Most advanced
countries limit the role of political
appointees to policy rather than
operational roles. Consequently,
we make the following
recommendations:
§§ Limit the number of political
appointments, particularly
Schedule C and those below
Executive Level III.
§§ Develop the capacity of
qualified career executives to
handle key operational roles.
Each deputy to a programme
assistant secretary or bureau
chief should be drawn from the
career Senior Executive Service
(SES).
§§ Enable mobility for career
executives, especially at the
highest departmental and
interagency operational levels,
to ensure continuity for agencies
during periods of transition or
vacancies in political appointee
positions.

§§ Create systematic,
institutionalised orientation
and training sessions for new
appointees to enhance their
performance.
Recent positive steps, such as
reducing the number of positions
requiring confirmation by 166 votes
(S. 679) and formalising transition
resources have improved the
process. But more can and should
be done.
If the president and Congress
put the above recommendations
in place, we will see significant
improvements in the management
of the government and the delivery
of services to the American people.
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opinion piece: in defence of big government

IN DEFENSE OF BIG GOVERNMENT
The creation of new ministries and the establishment of news
departments after the May 2014 election, still elicits much debate over
the issue of size and efficiency of the South African public service.
writes Amukelani Chauke.

E

ver since President Jacob
Zuma announced the creation
of new ministries in May 2014, a
lot of commentary has emerged
through media reports suggesting
that increasing the size of the
Cabinet has resulted in a “bloated”
public service. Some of the
commentary put a price tag on
the new cabinet and words like
“exorbitant” and “unaffordable”
were thrown around. Others drew a
comparisons between South Africa,
a developing state, and developed
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countries where ministers are
tasked with running more than one
portfolio. They argued that South
Africa, as in developed countries,
should have one Minister looking
after more than one portfolio.
The “experts” expressed a view
that government needed to
decrease the number of portfolios
instead of increasing them. Their
argument is that convergence and
much more streamlining would
help the country move to a much
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more effective government. In
an ideal world, the commentary
appears to be constructive. Most
of it borders on concerns that
government had raised previously –
that an increasing wage bill was of
concern, since revenue collection
was lower than expected in recent
years.

opinion piece: in defence of big government

public
service
under the microscope
Centrality of the public service
Readers in various platforms – from newspapers to the social media
space – were served with one-sided screaming twitter headlines that could
simply not be backed by hard facts or logical arguments. I am tempted to
say readers were duped into paying for a plate of 500 grams T-bone steak
with fries, and were only given a plate full of fries. The arguments lacked
meat!
If one puts a microscope over the fine print, one will see commentary
that lacked logic, vision and a clear understanding of what the National
Development Plan (NDP) seeks to achieve. In May 2014, Statistics South
Africa (Stats SA) announced that the seasonally adjusted Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) at market prices slumped at an annualised rate of 0.6% for
the first quarter of 2014. Subsequent to the May 2014 election, President
Zuma stated that the current administration aimed to grow the economy
to a rate of 5% by 2019, a target that will require robust and well thoughtout decisions by government leaders. Transforming the economy requires
robust action. Difficult decisions need to be taken to ensure that the
country does not miss the bus to prosperity – a path that the NDP has
mapped out for South Africa. The NDP sets out ambitious goals for poverty
reduction, economic growth, economic transformation and job creation
through planning that must be aligned to government priorities. In order
to reach these goals, government must invest in human resources. This
can be achieved by recruiting and developing skilled employees into the
public service.
However, government is mindful of the concerns that have been raised
and splashed across various media when it comes to decisions that
affect the public purse, and Public Service and Administration Minister,
Collins Chabane’s response to the media reports that followed the creation

of new Ministries was a correct
one. The announcement came
at the back of media reports that
compared the quality of service
delivery versus what is perceived
to be a bloated public service.
Prior to tabling his Budget Vote in
Parliament, the minister announced
that his department, in partnership
with National Treasury and the
Presidency, had formed a task
team to deal with the establishment
of the new ministries which will
be well resourced and held
accountable.
In announcing the establishment
of the task team, Minister Chabane
said, “For this reason, where
applicable, we will consider
identifying and transferring
various units doing related
work – and currently existing in
other departments – to the newly
established departments.
“However, where certain
professional skills and experience
are required, we will create the
necessary space for departments
to source in high quality people to
fill those posts.”
The minister further added that
this will ensure that the public
purse is spent on actual service
delivery instead of increasing the
wage bill. The NDP prescribes
a list of interventions to help the
economy grow and to create jobs.
One of these is what President
Zuma alluded to in his State-of-theNation-Address in June 2014, when
he said a series of engagements
will take place with the business
sector to ensure that government
tackles obstacles that hinder the
development of the small business
sector.
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Creating jobs
The NDP envisages that about
90% of jobs will be created
through small and emerging
companies by the year 2030.
For this to happen, bold and
radical decisions are required
and the President therefore
made a progressive decision
to announce the creation of the
Small Business Development
Ministry. With the bulk of jobs
expected to come from this sector,
the establishment of a Ministry
that will focus on this aspect of the
economy to ensure that support
is provided to the small business
sector is necessary.  The Ministry
will not only focus on rollingout one-stop shops or centres
where entrepreneurs can register
their businesses under one roof,
but it will also ensure that small
and emerging businesses are
assisted to be sustainable, going
forward. To raise the low levels
of entrepreneurship activity in
the country, it is imperative that a
department dedicated to this sector
is created and supported.
The benefits that the country stands
to gain from this, far outweighs the
financial resources that will be put
into setting up this new ministry.
Minister Chabane appointed a
task team that will ensure that the
recruitment of employees is done
in a responsible and accountable
manner.
In this regard, some of the
functions of the Small Business
Development Department will be
transferred from the Trade and
Industry Department.
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by the department. This too
will require additional human
resources.
Mokonyane has already
announced interventions in
municipalities like Madibeng,
Ngaka Modiri Molema and
Lekwe Teemane for early
intervention. In her budget
speech, she indicated that
her department had begun
However, where certain
resolving water issues in this and
professional skills and
other areas around the country.
Minister Molewa announced
experience are required,
we will create the necessary that her department has the
capacity to be an appeals body
space for departments to
for all mining authorisations
source in high quality people that directly impact on the
environment. It also gives her
to fill those posts.”
ministry time to focus on the blue
The Minister said that in moving
economy and to tap into the wealth
forward, the two departments will
that the country can make from the
work closely with the Department
ocean economic sectors like the
of Economic Development as there
marine services.
continues to be synergy among the
three departments.
These are but some of the many
The same applies to the splitting
of the Water and Environmental
Affairs Ministry into two. This
was done to ensure that Minister
Nomvula Mokonyane prioritises the
delivery of water and sanitation,
which is a basic, non-negotiable
human right, while Minister Edna
Molewa dedicates all her attention
to ensuring that the environment is
well looked after and protected.
In the months leading to the May
7 polls, service delivery protests
spread in several communities over
complaints related to water supply,
resulting in the unfortunate loss of
lives.
Dedicating a Ministry to this will
ensure that water infrastructure
projects receive the full attention
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examples of how channeling
sufficient resources can make
departments more effective in the
roles that they play in realising the
developmental goals of the NDP.
No stop-gap measures will lead the
country out of the current economic
situation. Therefore, government
must invest in human capital.
It is important to hold those in office
accountable but criticism must be
constructive. Unfortunately, the
reports and the commentary that
accompanied the creation of new
ministries and the establishment
of news departments bordered
on mischief, as Minister Chabane
rightly stated.

Amukelani Chauke is a freelance
journalist writing for
SAnews.gov.za .

report back: disability rights awareness month

Pule Morake of
the Department
of Public Service
and Administration
(DPSA) reports
back on the 2014
sectoral parliament
on disability, which
was held under
the auspices of the
Department of Social
Development.

Nothing about us, without us

S

outh African’s participation
in the annual International
Day for Persons with Disabilities
started in 1997. However, in
2009, the country introduced a
series of nationally coordinated
disability related activities now
referred to as the National
Disability Rights Awareness Month,
which commences on the 3rd of
November and builds up to the
International Day for Persons with
Disabilities on the 3rd of December
annually.

Special parliamentary
session
In 2014, the Disability Rights
Awareness Month was doubly
special for the country and
for persons with disabilities,
in particular. As South Africa
celebrated 20 years of freedom,
persons with disabilities looked
back at the rights of persons with
disabilities during the sectoral
parliament, which sat in Cape
Town on1-3 December 2014.
The parliamentary session was

organised by the Department of
Social Development as a platform
for persons with disabilities to
engage on challenges facing the
sector. It drew organisations and
forums that deal with a range of
disabilities, as well as members
of parliament, while government
disability rights focal persons
served as resource persons or sat
as observers.
The sessions’ focus areas were
divided into five commissions,
which were aligned to the five
national priorities:
1.

Improving Health (including
Rehabilitation)

2.

Improving Education (Early
Childhood Development,
Basic Education, Post School
Education and Training)

3.

Job Creation

4.

Fighting Crime (SAPS,
Justice, Gender Based
Violence)

5.

Rural Development and Land
Reform

The discussions in the various
commissions were stimulated
through a set of ten questions,
which ranged from an assessment
of 20 years of freedom in the
context of persons with disabilities
to identifying actionable
recommendations with regard to
challenges.
Before the commissions
commenced, organisations of
persons with disabilities requested
a caucus without government
officials. The purpose of the caucus
was to give the disability sector
the space to develop a common
position that will inform disability
mainstreaming and accountability
from departments.

Commission on Job
Creation
In the commission on Job
Creation in which I participated,
the achievements of government
in terms of improving the
representation of persons with
disabilities was acknowledged as
plausible, despite the slow pace.
The commission commended
those departments that had
either achieved or surpassed
the disability target of 2%
representation. The commission
reiterated the call for an increase
in employment opportunities
for persons with disabilities.
However, a call for the provision
of reasonable accommodation
and assistive devices became a
thorny issue. There is an assertion
that some managers feel that the
exercise is too costly to implement.
Persons with disabilities identified
the unavailability of accessible
public transport as yet another
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barrier to employment and the
mainstreaming of disability. The
commission recommended that
departments’ work together
and share best practices when
dealing with issues of disability
mainstreaming.

Recommendations
The second day was largely
dedicated to plenary report
back from commissions and the
articulation of resolutions as follows:
§§

Embassies should come
on board by creating
employment opportunities for
persons with disabilities

§§

Departments to offer
bursaries for persons with
disabilities

§§

Public transport to be made
accessible

§§

Health care facilities to be
improved in rural areas

§§

Government departments
to increase the drive on the
recruitment of persons with
disabilities

§§

Special Programmes Units to
be renamed Transformation
Programmes

§§

Establishment of a disability
fund

§§

Deployees to be held
accountable

§§

Development of a Disability
Act

§§

Disability mainstreaming
must find expression in all
Chapter 9 institutions
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§§

Persons with disabilities
must not feel self-pity but
demand their rights and act
responsibly

§§

Employment should not only
be offered to persons with
certain types of disabilities

§§

Learners in deaf schools to
be taught South African Sign
Language as a first language

Disability census
During the Parliamentary session
on the third day, the Deputy
Minister of Social Development,
The Director-General of Social
Development, Chairpersons of
Committees from the National
Assembly and the National Council
of Provinces were present to
ensure that issues raised were
processed accordingly. One of the
interesting announcements made
by the Deputy Minister of Social
Development was that Statistics
South Africa had agreed to conduct
the disability census, which will
give the country the true state of
affairs.
The high number of attendance
and the levels of participation were
encouraging. It gave the persons
with disability a sense that their
issues and the challenges that
they encounter on a daily basis
were indeed taken seriously
during the sector parliament ...
the issue now is for the
REAL PARLIAMENT to
positively respond to
the issues raised
by persons with
disabilities.
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Stats SA profiles persons
with disabilities

S

tats SA has released an indepth report on persons with
disabilities. The report, written using
Census 2011 data, is the first in a
series of in-depth analyses of various
Census 2011 variables, such as
ageing and education. The report
provides statistical evidence relating
to the prevalence of disability and
characteristics of persons with
disabilities at both individual and
household levels. Two methods
were used to profile disability
prevalence and patterns based on
the six functional domains, namely
seeing, hearing, communication,
remembering/concentrating, walking
and self-care. These two methods
were:
§§ the level/degree of difficulty in a
specific functional domain and;

§§ the disability index.

Both measures aim at providing an
understanding of the characteristics of
persons with disabilities.
The national disability prevalence
rate is 7,5% in South Africa. Disability
is more prevalent among females
compared to males (8,3% and 6,5%
respectively). Persons with disabilities
increase with age. More than half
(53,2%) of persons aged 85+ reported
having a disability.
The prevalence of a specific type
of disability shows that 11% of
persons aged five years and older
had seeing difficulties, 4,2% had
cognitive difficulties (remembering/
concentrating), 3,6% had hearing
difficulties, and about 2% had
communication, self-care and walking
difficulties.
Persons with severe disabilities
experience difficulty in accessing
education and employment
opportunities.
Households headed by persons
with disabilities were found to
have less access to basic services
compared to households headed
by persons without disabilities.
There were also disparities in
terms of access to assistive
devices across population
groups and geography.
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or businesses large and small, investment in digital technologies is a
priority that is essential for success. Digitising Government provides
practical advice for understanding and implementing digital transformation
to increase business value and improve client engagement. This easy-toread book is organised into “why”, “what”, and “how” sections and examines
the major elements of digital transformation, with clear steps for improved
execution of digital strategies.
It features case studies from the private and public sectors, and a detailed
chronology of digital change efforts across the United Kingdom government
sectors, and relates it to government efforts in the United States of America
and around the world. It provides a practical and unique set of insights into
business in the digital economy.

BATHO PELE - Change Management Booklet

T

he Department of Public Service and Administration (DPSA) recently
reprinted the popular BATHO PELE Change Management Booklet.
According to the department, the re-release of the booklet is in line with
government’s effort to revitalise the practice of Batho Pele in the public
service. The booklet aptly coincides with a government-wide call for the
public service to ‘Go Back to the Basics’, which are the core principles and
ethos of Batho Pele.
Since the introduction of the Batho Pele White Paper in 1997, the challenge
has always been and still is, that public servants do not know how best
to promote and implement the Batho Pele ethos. Many public servants
still struggle with linking the Batho Pele ethos with service delivery
implementation.
Organised in the form of a tool-kit, it is hoped that the re-issued Batho
Pele Change Management Booklet will assist in conceptualising and
implementation processes that will address the gaps in a step-by-step and
systematic way.
For more information or copies of the booklet, please contact
Lebo Matshasa: 012 336 1363 and lebo@dpsa.gov.za

Caught Between the Dog and
the Fireplug, or How to Survive
Public Service.
Author: Kenneth Ashworth

R

eplete with practical advice for anyone
considering a career in federal, state, or local
government, Caught between the Dog and the
Fireplug, or How to Survive Public Service conveys
what life is really like in a public service job. The
book is written as a series of lively, entertaining
letters of advice from a sympathetic uncle to a niece
or nephew embarking on a government career.
Kenneth Ashworth draws on more than forty years
of public sector experience to provide advice on
the daily challenges that future public servants
can expect to face: working with politicians,
bureaucracy, and the press; dealing with
unpleasant and difficult people; leading supervisors
as well as subordinates; and maintaining high
ethical standards. Ashworth relates anecdotes from
his jobs in Texas, California, and Washington, D.C.
that illustrates with humor and wit, fundamental
concepts of public administration.
Be prepared, says Ashworth, to encounter all sorts
of unexpected situations, from the hostile to the
bizarre, from the intimidating to the outrageous. He
shows that in the confrontational world of public
policy-making and programme implementation, a
successful career demands disciplined, informed
thought, intellectual and personal growth, and
broad reading. He demonstrates how, despite the
inevitable inefficiencies of a democratic society,
those working to shape policy in large organisations
can nonetheless effect significant change - and
even have fun along the way.
The book will interest students and teachers
of public administration, public affairs, policy
development, leadership, or higher education
administration. Ashworth’s advice will also appeal
to anyone who has ever been caught in a tight spot
while working in government service.
Georgetown University Press,
Washington, DC 20007
gupress@georgetown.edu
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Each one of us is a knowledge worker and a learning champion in this knowledge
economy. We all have a role to play in turning the Public Service
into a “Learning Public Service for Quality Service Delivery”.
Let us pursue this idea by using the Service Delivery Review as a facility for sharing our
experiences, successes, mistakes and methodologies and for
growing our own intellectual capital.

